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Introduction
New international rule of countermeasures against global warming, the “Paris Agreement”, went
into effect in last November, setting up “long-term goal” shared by the world for the first time in
history, and paving the way for each nation to make effort based on the contribution or reduction
target (NDC) the country formulates on its own. Under the Paris Agreement, many developing
nations are requesting developed nations to supply funds and technologies as a prerequisite for
implementing NDC.
The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry set up a “platform for long-term countermeasures
against global warming” (platform) consisting of industries, government, and academia in July 2016
to consider measures to reduce greenhouse gas over a long time after 2030. On April 14 this year, it
summarized and published a report based on the result of discussion by the platform and a domestic
investment expansion task force and an overseas expansion strategy task force established under the
platform. In this report, it is clearly stated that Japan will contribute to global reduction of
greenhouse gas by using official finance such as ODA and JBIC, as well as the Joint Crediting
Mechanism (JCM). Of these, however, only JCM is quantified as contribution by Japan, and the
report indicates a direction in which global reduction of greenhouse gas by Japanese contribution
will be quantified, Japan will make an international contribution that goes beyond its emissions of
greenhouse gas, and Japan will proactively deliver on the result of its effort.
Against this background, it is necessary for Japan to contribute to the world by using not only
JCM but also the low-carbon technologies, products, systems, services, and infrastructure of
Japanese businesses to reduce greenhouse gas, and at the same time, to our further economic growth.
This study is intended to propose a new policy for a project to reduce CO2 emissions deriving
from energy to Saudi Arabia, as well as a business plan to deploy low-carbon technologies and
products coordinated with that policy. By doing so, it calculates emissions reduction potential over
mid- to long-term in Saudi Arabia, promotes deployment of low-carbon technologies and products,
and contributes to the world in reducing greenhouse gas emissions in developing nations.
In Japan, a study of using hydrogen and ammonia as low-carbon energy is being promoted. In a
situation where reinforcement of countermeasures against climate changes from a long-term
viewpoint, there is a possibility that production of fossil fuel resources is restricted in resource-rich
countries such as Saudi Arabia. Against this backdrop, a project to produce, export, and import
CO2-free hydrogen and ammonia from fossil fuel using CCS is believed beneficial for both Japan,
which is an importing nation, and Saudi Arabia, exporting nation. “Saudi-Japan Vision 2030”
compiled in March 2017 includes “joint study concerning technologies bringing into perspective
low-carbon energy systems (such as CCS and hydrogen)”. This study strives for materialization of
this joint study, draws a roadmap to contribution to diversification of industries and sustainable
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development of economy, which are the objectives of this vision, and studies a feasibility to expand
a possibility for Japanese companies to participate in Saudi Arabia with their low-carbon
technologies.
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Abbreviations
NDC

Nationally determined contribution

CDM

Clean Development Mechanism

JCM

Joint Crediting Mechanism

CCS

Carbon dioxide Capture and Storage

EOR

Enhanced Oil Recovery

LH

Liquefied hydrogen

MCH

Methylcyclohexane

NH3

Ammonia

SMR

Steam Methane Reforming

POX

Partial Oxidation,

PEM

Polymer Electrolyte Membrane

LCOE

Levelized Cost of Electricity
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1. Background of the study
1.1. Toward creation of low-carbon energy systems
The report created in April 2017 by the “platform for long-term countermeasures against global
warming” the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry launched with an eye to studying measures
to reduce greenhouse gas over a long period after 2030 indicated a direction in which global
reduction of greenhouse gas by Japanese contribution will be quantified by using not only credits but
also all official finance, Japan will make an international contribution that goes beyond its emissions
of greenhouse gas, and Japan will proactively deliver on the result of its effort. Against this
background, it is necessary for Japan to contribute to the world by using not only JCM but also the
low-carbon technologies, products, systems, services, and infrastructure of Japanese businesses to
reduce greenhouse gas, and at the same time, to our further economic growth.
In Japan, “Strategic Roadmap for Hydrogen and Fuel Cells” was formulated in 2014, under the
initiative of the Agency of Natural Resources and Energy, and revised in 2016, and the importance of
using hydrogen toward decarbonization of energy systems has been increasingly emphasized. In the
meantime, the Cabinet Office, under its Cross-ministerial Strategic Innovation Promotion Program
(SIP), is making effort to expand use of ammonia, which can be used not only as an energy carrier to
transport and store hydrogen but also as fuel for power generation. Hydrogen and ammonia can be
produced from a variety of resources. One of the options to achieve two objectives - CO2 reduction
and large-scale introduction of hydrogen and ammonia – is to produce CO2-free hydrogen (CO2-free
hydrogen or ammonia) from fossil fuel using CCS in countries having abundant fossil fuel resources
and export-import such hydrogen. As there is a possibility that fossil fuel resource becomes stranded
asset in a situation where strengthening measures against climate changes is required from a
long-term viewpoint, this option is also considered effective for using the fossil fuel of resource-rich
countries.
With these backgrounds, commercialization of production of CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia from
fossil fuel using CCS and its import/export is considered beneficial for both Japan, which imports
hydrogen, etc., and resource-rich countries that export the resource. In fact, “Saudi-Japan Vision
2030” was made public in Mach 2017, in which a joint study of CCS and hydrogen was introduced
as a form of cooperation between Japan and Saudi Arabia to decarbonize energy sectors.
This project therefore clarifies technological and economic issues, which must be worked out for
Japan and Saudi Arabia to trade hydrogen/ammonia in the future, from the upstream toward
downstream of value chain, and considers formation of an environment toward realization of
commercialization. This initiative is consistent with “bilateral cooperation with an oil-producing
country based on CCS” which was reported in the report of “platform for long-term countermeasures
against global warming” as one of the directions for Japan’s international contribution through
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acquisition of global market by the government and private sector.

1.2. Hydrogen/ammonia free from CO2 from long-term viewpoint
To realize a low-carbon energy system use of existing technologies such as for energy
conservation, renewable energy, or nuclear power generation is expected in a short time. From a
long-term viewpoint aiming at substantial CO2 emission reduction, however, additional low-carbon
technologies are necessary.
The low carbon technologies that can be expected in the mid- and long term include CCS,
hydrogen/ammonia, next-generation nuclear reactor, nuclear fusion, space solar PV. Next-generation
nuclear reactor, nuclear fusion and space solar PV are currently at the stage of research and
development. On the other hand, CCS is at the stage of demonstration or some CCS are already
commercialized. With regard to hydrogen/ammonia, though their use for energy is very limited, they
are widely used as feedstock in the industries and production technologies are already mature. With
these backgrounds, the technologies that produces CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia from fossil fuel tied
with CCS can be realized in the near future. In addition, as stated above, for Japan and Saudi Arabia,
CO2-free hydrogen and ammonia using CCS are effective technologies for using precious fossil fuel
and additional low-carbon technologies which contribute to development of science and technology
because they involve technological reform.
Saudi Arabia

CO2

Japan

Energy efficiency,
renewables, nuclear
BAU

Advanced
Technology case
1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

2040

1990

2050
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2010
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2030

Additional low-carbon technologies are required.

Figure 1-1

Need for additional options toward CO2 emission reduction
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Oil production reducing trend can be curbed if oil is
used to produce H2/NH3 tied with CCS/EOR.

1990

Figure 1-2
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2050

Curbing oil production reduction trend by CO2-freehydrogen/ammonia

1.3. Mutual dependency and benefit between the two nations
South Korea and Taiwan, as well as Japan, depend on oil produced in Saudi Arabia for around
30% of their domestic consumption. Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan, when combined, account for
26% of the oil exported from Saudi Arabia. For these reasons, CO2-free hydrogen and ammonia are
expected to be the tradable commodities between Saudi Arabia and these nations, which can take the
place of oil, and will bring benefits to these countries in the future “post-oil” age.

million barrels per day
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Saudi Arabia’s share in crude oil import

Source: Oil Information (IEA), World Oil Trade (Wiley Blackwell), Energy statistics Handbook 2015 (Taiwan)
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Japan
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Taiwan
3%
Others
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Figure 1-4

East Asia share in Saudi Arabia’s crude oil export

Source: Oil Information (IEA), World Oil Trade (Wiley Blackwell), Energy statistics Handbook 2015 (Taiwan)

From the viewpoint of CO2 emissions reduction, the total CO2 emitted by Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan, and Saudi Arabia stands at least 1 Gt-CO2. It is therefore expected that CO2-free hydrogen
and ammonia, as well as the existing low-carbon technologies, play a major role.

Japan
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Korea Taiwan
1.8%
0.8%

USA
16.0%

Rest
76.3%

Figure 1-5 World CO2 Emission Share
Source: IEA, CO2 emissions from fuel combustion
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GHG Emission Reduction Target

Note: Minimum required reduction for Japan.
Source: INDCs
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2. Listing technologies that can be commercialized in Saudi
Arabia
2.1. CO2-free hydrogen and ammonia supply chain
While CO2-free hydrogen can be produced through water electrolysis using renewable energy or
by reforming fossil fuel, this study focuses on the latter because its principal objective is effective
use of the fossil fuel of Saudi Arabia.
A variety of technologies are needed to produce CO2-free hydrogen and ammonia from fossil fuel
for export/import (Figure 2-1). First, natural gas or oil must be reformed to produce hydrogen.
However, CO2 emitted during the production process needs to be separated, captured, and stored
(CCS). The produced hydrogen is converted in an energy carrier to enhance the efficiency of
transportation and storage. Major energy carriers include three options: liquefied hydrogen (LH2),

methylcyclohexane (MCH), and ammonia (NH3).
Hydrogen to be exported from Saudi Arabia to Japan can conceivably be used for hydrogen power
generation, fuel cell vehicles and others. Ammonia can also be used for power generation by directly
burning ammonia. Each technology is outlined below.

Hydrogen exporters

Hydrogen importers

Renewables
International
transportation
Loading points

Renewables
Electrolysation
of water

LH2

Liquefaction

H2

Fossil fuels

Unloading points
Gasification

MCH
Addition

Steam reforming,
gasification

Electrolysation
of water

Synthesis

H2

Hydrogen
distribution

Hydrogenation

NH3

Decomposition

CO2
CCS,
EOR

Ammonia
distribution

Figure 2-1

Industry sector, etc.

Hydrogen
stations

FCV

Hydrogenfired power
generation
Ammoniafired power
generation

CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia supply chain

Note: Hydrogen production from renewable energy by using electrolysis can be an option. However, this study
addresses only hydrogen production from fossil fuel.
Source: IEEJ
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2.2. Hydrogen and ammonia production technologies
2.2.1. Hydrogen
Hydrogen can be produced from various types of primary energy. At present, hydrogen is
produced mainly by reforming or gasification of fossil fuel and electrolysis. The features of each of
these production methods are described below.
(1) Reforming fossil fuel
Reforming fossil fuel is a hydrogen production method that has already been widely put into
practical use both at home and abroad. Steam Methane Reforming (SMR) that generates hydrogen
by making fossil fuel, such as natural, react with steam at high temperature is a large-scale, stable
hydrogen production method. This method reforms fossil fuel, or raw material, by making it react
with steam on a medium at a pressure to 10 to 20 atmospheres and a temperature of 800 to 850C.
There is also a method of producing hydrogen by mixing fossil fuel and air and burning the
mixture. This method is called Partial Oxidation (POX) in that the fossil fuel reacts under a
condition where there is a little oxygen to prevent perfect combustion. However, SMR is considered
more practical than POX because gas generated by POX is lower in hydrogen purity and because
POX is poorer in production efficiency. Incidentally, SMR can also applied to biomass and waste, as
well as fossil fuel, in which case, however, it should be noted that facilities and equipment different
from those used for fossil fuel are needed because the composition of each differs from that of the
others.
Reforming fossil fuel is an industrially established technique and, though it has room for
improvement of production efficiency, has few technical problems. However, Carbon Capture and
Storage (CCS) must also be used to obtain CO2-free hydrogen because CO2 is generated in the
hydrogen production process. The cost of CCS therefore must be taken into account when studying
the economy of hydrogen production cost. In that case, uneven distribution of locality can also be a
problem because places where fossil fuel is produced and those to which CCS is applicable are
limited.
(2) Water electrolysis
This is a method of producing hydrogen and oxygen through electrolysis of water. The advantage
of this method is that it does not require hydrogen to be separated because the purity of hydrogen
produced by this method is higher than SMR of fossil fuel. To get CO2-free hydrogen, power
generated from renewable energy must be supplied to the electrolyzer. In recent years, Power-to-Gas
activities to produce hydrogen from renewable energy such as from solar or wind power generation
have been accelerated in Europe and Japan as a measure to ensure the stability of power grid to
which a large amount of variable renewable energy is introduced.
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Water electrolysis is also an already established technology but its capital cost is required to go
down. Currently, alkaline water electrolysis and Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) water
electrolysis are in commercial use. The PEM type needs a smaller space for installation than alkaline
water electrolysis that requires a large-size water tank. On the other hand, however, reduction of the
high costs of the electrode and polymer membrane is a problem as yet to be solved. Development of
solid oxide electrolysis is also expected.
2.2.2. Ammonia
Ammonia is produced by fixing nitrogen to hydrogen. In the 20th century, a method of
synthesizing ammonia (Haber-Bosch process) from nitrogen separated from air (cryogenic
separation of air) and hydrogen produced from hydrocarbon was invented and the modern ammonia
industry was established. Hydrogen used for this method is gained mainly through SMR above.
Today, most of ammonia produced is used as chemical fertilizer, some which is partially used
directly as chemical fertilizer but the other is used for various types of synthesis with the ammonia
used as raw material. Half of this is urea synthesized by using CO, which is produced as a byproduct
in the course of reforming. In addition, various types of chemical fertilizer, including ammonium
sulfate, ammonium phosphate, ammonium nitrate, and ammonium chloride, are produced and
industrial use of ammonia is limited.

Industrial use
Direct use

3%

Ammonium sulfate

10%

13%
55%

12%

Urea

Ammonium nitrate

7%
Phosphorus depreciation
Urea
尿素

燐安

Figure 2-2

硝安

硫安・複合

直接利用

工業用

Type of use of ammonia (world, 2012)

Source: NEXANT, http://eneken.ieej.or.jp/data/6317.pdf

2.3. CCS and EOR
As mentioned above, CCS or EOR is always necessary for producing CO2-free hydrogen or
ammonia from fossil fuel. In Japan, advanced technologies are developed and demonstration projects
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are conducted by the “Research Institute of Innovative Technology for the Earth (RITE)” and others.
North America and Norway are blazing the trail in CCS technology in the world. Large-scale CCS
and EOR have already been conducted on a commercial base especially in North America. To spread
CCS all over the world, however, not only technology development but also making international
rules such as technical standards is indispensable.
2.3.1. Outline of CO2 fixation
Table 2-1 shows large-scale CO2 storage projects in the world listed in “20 years of Carbon
Capture and Storage” (2016), a document of the International Energy Agency (IEA). There are a
total of 20 projects as of last year but there had been no project using a power generation facility
until Boundary Dam power plant of Canada started a project to capture CO2. The mainstream is
projects to separate and capture CO2 accompanying natural gas.
The Sleipner project conducted by Statoil, a Norwegian company, is the first, full-fledged CO2
underground storage (Carbon Capture and Storage: CCS) project. Norway introduced carbon tax in
1991 for the first time in the world and was the third industrial country that ratified the Kyoto
Protocol in May 2002. For the first time in the world, Statoil injected CO2 produced accompanying
natural gas into a gas field that had dried up, according to the national policy for CO2 reduction.
Following the suit of the above Boundary Dam project, JX of Japan launched Petra Nova project
in coal-fired W.A. Parish thermal power in Texas in 2017. Both the Boundary Dam and Petra Nova
projects are used to inject captured CO2 gas into gas fields for Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR), and a
large-scale CCS project was not conducted until last year (2017 or a CO2 underground injection
project by Gorgon LNG of Australia.
As is evident from Table 2-1, only five projects are for storing captured CO2 underground (CCS)
and the majority of projects is used to inject CO2 into gas fields for EOR. Both “Uthmaniyah
CO2-EOR Demonstration Project (Saudi Arabia, 2015)” and “Abu Dhabi CCS Project (United Arab
Emirates, 2016)” in the table are demonstration projects intended for EOR in oil-producing countries
in the Middle East, but the amount of CO2 used is about 800,000 t/year in both the cases. Since the
Japanese CO2 market (gas and dry ice) is about 1.2 million t/year. Compared with this, the amount of
CO2 used in these projects is fairly huge. As it is estimated that about 2 barrels of crude oil are
collected by injecting 1 t-CO2, as described below, the quantity of crude oil that is enhanced and
recovered by injecting 800,000 t-CO2 is estimated at about 1.6 million barrels a year.
Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest oil-producing country, conceded the No. 1 position of
oil-producing country to the U.S. in 2014 as production of shale oil in the U.S. increased (according
to BP statistics). Nevertheless, it is the second largest oil-producing country of three countries,
including Russia, which produces more than 10 million barrels a day, and the main objective of its
demonstration project that produces 1.6 million barrels a year (or about 4,000 barrels a day) is,
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according to a report by Saudi Aramco, conceivably to check technologies for monitoring the
behavior of underground CO2. The crude oil produced in the Middle East is heavier than the crude
oil in the U.S. where CO2-EOR is in full operation and it is known that the API degree (a scale
indicating the specific weight of crude oil. The higher the figure, the lighter) of Upper Zakum crude
oil, representative oil type of the United Arab Emirates (UAE), is as heavy as about 33 whereas the
API degree of the representative oil type of the U.S., West Texas Intermediate (WTI), is about 40. It
is considered that Saudi Arabia is still in a stage of studying a possibility of application of CO2-EOR.
Table 2-1

Large scale CO2 storage projects in the world
Country

Operation
date

US

1972

US

1982

US

1986

Sleipner CO2 Storage Project

Norway

1996

Great Plains Synfuel Plant and
Weyburn-Midale Project

Canada

2000

Project name

Source of
CO2

CO2 capture
capacity
(mtpa)

Primary
storage type

1.3

EOR

0.7

EOR

7.0

EOR

0.9

Dedicated

3.0

EOR

1.0/0.0

Dedicated

0.7

Dedicated

8.4

EOR

1.0

EOR

1.0

EOR

0.9

EOR

0.7

EOR

1.0

EOR

1.0

Dedicated

0.8

EOR

0.8

EOR

1.0

Dedicated

3.0

EOR

1.4

EOR

OPERATING PROJECT
Val Verde Natural Gas Plants
Enid Fertilizer CO2-EOR
Project
Shute Creek Gas Processing
Facility

Natural gas
processing
Fertilizer
production
Natural gas
processing
Natural gas
processing
Synthetic gas
Natural gas
processing
Natural gas
processing

In Salah CO2 Storage*

Algeria

2004

Snøhvit CO2 Storage Project

Norway

2008

Century Plant
Air Products Steam Methane
Reformer EOR Project

US

2010

US

2013

Coffeyville Gasification Plant

US

2013

Lost Cabin Gas Plant

US

2013

Brazil

2013

Canada

2014

Quest

Canada

2015

Uthmaniyah CO2 EOR
Demonstration Project

Saudi Arabia

2015

Abu Dhabi CCS Project

United Arab
Emirates

2016

US

2017

US

2016

US

2016

Canada

2017

Fertilizer
production

0.3-0.6

EOR

Canada

2017

Oil refining

1.2-1.4

EOR

Australia

2017

Natural gas
processing

3.4-4.0

Dedicated

Petrobras Lula Oil Field CCS
Project
Boundary Dam Carbon Capture
and Storage Project

UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Illinois Industrial Carbon
Capture and Storage Project
Kemper County Energy Facility
Petra Nova Carbon Capture
Project
Alberta Carbon Trunk Line
(“ACTIL”) with Agrium CO2
stream
ACTIL with North West
Sturgeon Refinery CO2 stream
Gorgon Carbon Dioxide
Injection Project

Hydrocarbon
processing
Fertilizer
production
Natural gas
processing
Natural gas
processing
Power
Generation
Hydrocarbon
processing
Natural gas
processing
Iron and steel
production
Chemical
production
Power
generation
Power
generation

Source: Global CCS Institute, data current as on end-August 2016, *Injection at the ln Salah project has been
suspended since 2011, when the project was capturing around 1.0 MTpa.
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Of the six projects shown below the heading “UNDER CONSTRUCTION” in Table 2-1,
“Kemper Country Energy Facility (US, 2016)” has drawn attention as the world’s first project to
commercialize IGCC but construction was delayed. In June 2017, it was announced that the fuel
would be changed from coal to natural gas. Consequently, its prospect as a CCS project is uncertain.
The first full-fledged CCS project in Australia, “Gorgon Carbon Dioxide Injection Project”, must
have already started production of LNG and some of which must be transported to Japan. But it is
reported that the start of injection of CO2, which was slated for last year (2017), is delayed and
postponed to 2018.
Although not included in these large-scale projects, Japan’s first demonstration project to store
CO2 under the seabed (CCS) was started by Japan CCS Co., Ltd. in Tomakomai the year before last
(injection was started on April 6, 2016). The total amount of CO2 injected exceeded 100,000 ton at
the end of 2017 and it is planned to store 300,000 ton. CO2 injected in this project is captured from
off-gas from a hydrogen production of an adjacent petroleum refinery.
Of the 20 projects listed on the above table (excluding the ln Salah CO2 Storage and Kemper
projects that are being suspended), sixteen projects are intended for EOR and all these projects,
except the above two preliminary projects in the Middle East, are carried out in North America (the
U.S. and Canada). Therefore, the EOR projects in North America are explained in detail below.
2.3.2. Outline of EOR technology
(1) Outline of Enhanced Oil Recovery
Although it used to be said that oil, limited fossil resource, would be exhausted in about 40 years,
confirmed crude oil reserve in the world has steadily increased as shown in Figure 2-3, and it is
reported that confirmed oil reserve of the world, as of 2014, is about 1.7 trillion barrels and that oil
can be mined for 52.5 years to come.
Development of maritime and deep-sea oil fields and improvement of crude oil production
technology make a great contribution to an increase in oil resources.
At present, primary recovery through natural flow and pumping is majorly operating, followed by
secondary recovery through water injection as well as tertiary recovery, such as thermal recovery by
steam injection, gas injection that raises the internal pressure of an oil field by re-injecting light gas
from an oil field (off-gas which used to be burnt and disposed of by flaring), and chemical injection
to maintain pressure in an oil field by injecting viscous compound such as polymer.
As shown in Figure 2-4, it is estimated that primary recovery can recover only about 20% of oil
resources existing in an oil field and that about 50% to 60% of crude oil can be recovered by
secondary and tertiary recovery that recover about the same amount of the resource.
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Middle east
Latine America
North America
Europe/Eurasia
Africa
Asia/Oceania

Figure 2-3

Proven oil reserve

Source: U.S. BP statistics

Figure 2-4

Oil production by EOR

Source: CO2 EOR, (Institute for 21st Century Energy: U.S. Chamber of Commerce)
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(2) Outline of CO2-EOR
To pump up underground crude oil to the ground surface, the internal pressure of an oil field is
important. More important, however, is to efficiently move crude oil from a crude oil stratum
spreading over a wide area to a production well by improving the fluidity of underground crude oil.
EOR by injecting steam lowers the viscosity of crude oil by heat and leads underground crude oil
to a production well by the force of water when steam condenses.
CO2 has a function to make it easy for crude oil adhering to rocks in an underground oil reservoir
to dissolve into a light component. It is therefore possible to increase the fluidity of components
adhering to rocks at a low cost by using chemicals having a similar effect (such as surfactant).
In the actual production field, methods of leading crude oil component whose liquidity has been
improved by injecting CO2 and water (water alternation gas, WAG floods) are employed. The crude
oil component that has reached the production well is pumped up and separated into a gas
component and a liquid component (mixture of water and oil). A stratum of mixture of water and oil
is further separated into oil and water, in the same way as the existing oil field, and water of 18
barrels (about 2.9 tons) (Brine) is injected again to an oil field to secure the internal pressure of the
oil field.

Figure 2-5
Source:

CO2-EOR diagram

Next Generation CO2 EOR (2014)-National Energy Technology Laboratory (DOE)
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Figure 2-6

CO2 behavior

Source: Carbon Dioxide EOR-Untapped Domestic Energy Supply and Long Term Carbon Storage Solution
(2010) - National Energy Technology Laboratory (DOE)

A gas component is also separated and recovered by CO2 gathering equipment and injected into an
oil field, together with a CO2 component newly obtained, because it contains CO2 as well as natural
gas liquid (NGL).
CO2 is also believed to have an effect to prevent reabsorption of an oil component by getting into
the pores of oil field rock (rock pores) to which the crude oil adhered.
According to Figure 2-5, two barrels of crude oil component and a gas component (+NGL) of
2,000 Scf (about 56.6m3) are recovered by injecting 1 t-CO2.

Figure 2-7

CO2-EOR impact

Source: Carbon Dioxide EOR-Untapped Domestic Energy Supply and Long Term Carbon Storage Solution (2010)－National Energy Technology Laboratory (DOE)
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Figure 2-7 shows CO2-EOR actually conducted by a major Shell in Texas in the early 1980s (Shell
Oil’s Denver Unit in the Wasson Field in West Texas). From this figure, it can be seen that
production of crude oil that once made a recovery to a level exceeding 100,000 barrels/day by
injecting water of secondary recovery later declined. By injecting 4 million Scf (about 22,000
tons/day) of CO2 a day to an oil field, whose production was expected to fall below 10,000 barrels
unless some measures were taken, a production level of 30,000 barrels/day was maintained. This oil
field produced oil (primary recovery) from 1938 to 1965 but its crude oil production later declined
from the peak of the middle of the 1940s. In 1965, crude oil production rapidly recovered when
water injection was started to maintain the internal pressure of the oil field as secondary recovery.
However, the amount of water injected kept rapidly increasing in the 1970s and the quantity of
produced water (Brine) reached to a level exceeding crude oil production in 1982. When injecting
CO2 was started in 1983, the speed crude oil production was declining slowed down. In the end, the
oil producer inspected the effect of CO2-EOR in 1998 from the estimated quantity of decline in
crude oil production and production recovered by CO2 injection. According to this inspection, this
oil field is relatively large and estimated to have 2 billion barrels of original oil in place. About 40%
of crude oil was recovered after water injection of secondary recovery. An ore chute was created in
three of 10 production wells and 31,500 barrels of crude oil are produced in one day. It is considered
that the effect of CO2 injection accounts for 26,850 barrels/day. Eventually, 120 million barrels of
crude oil were recovered by CO2-EOR in this oil field through 2008.
CO2 injected underground for EOR first dissolves in the crude oil of the oil field but later is
discharged together with crude oil. The graph in Figure 2-8 simulates this behavior of CO2.

Figure 2-8

Amount of captured CO2 by EOR

Source: “Carbon Dioxide EOR (CO2 EOR): Factors Involved in Adding Carbon Capture, Utilization and Storage
(CCUS) to EOR”，L. Stephen Melzer，February 2012
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One year after CO2 injection, the injected CO2 is recovered together with produced crude oil and
about 70% of the CO2 is recycled almost constantly after 10 years and later.
This can also be learned from material of the U.S. Department of Energy (Figure 2-9). Calculating
CO2 procurement (new purchase) cost (@$2/1,000 cubic feet) and recovery and recycle costs
(@$0.7/1,000 cubic feet), and crude oil production per injected CO2 as 2 barrels/CO2 ton, the new
purchase percentage is 33%. CO2 supplier should therefore take into consideration that even EOR
operators that initially purchase a large amount of CO2 will only need about 30% of the initial
amount in the future.

Figure 2-9

Economics of CO2-EOR

Source: Carbon Dioxide EOR-Untapped Domestic Energy Supply and Long Term Carbon Storage Solution(2010)－
National Energy Technology Laboratory(DOE)

(3) Crude oil production through CO2-EOR in the U.S.
It is the U.S. that is using CO2-EOR most energetically in the world to produce crude oil.
In 2014, the U.S. produced 11.644 million barrels of crude oil and related oil products (crude oil,
Tight oil, oil sand, and NGL) a day, coming in first place as an oil producing country, followed by
Saudi Arabia, which produced 11.505 million barrels a day. Figure 2-10 shows the past trend of
production of only crude oil, based on the data of “Annual Energy Outlook (2015)” reported every
year by the Energy Information Administration (EIA) of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).
As is evident from this figure, a rapid increase in production of Tight oil (shale oil) triggered by
so-called shale gas revolution pushed up the U.S. to the position of the world’s largest oil producing
country and it is said that CO2-EOR accounts for about 290,000 barrels of about 9 million barrels of
crude oil the U.S. produces a day.
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forecast

Figure 2-10

Oil production trend in the US

Source: Data Source : EIA－Annual Energy Outlook(2015)

Figure 2-11

Trend of CO2-EOR in the US

Source: Carbon Dioxide EOR –Untapped Domestic Energy Supply and Long Term Carbon Storage Solution (2010)，
National Energy Technology Laboratory (DOE)
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As shown in Figure 2-11, crude oil production has been recovered by injecting CO2 in the U.S.
since the 1980s and production by means of CO2-EOR has been on the rise, as if following up with a
hike in crude oil price. Figure 2-11 shows annual production and it is reported that about 240,000
barrels a day (or 87.70 million barrels a year) were produced in 2008.
Figure 2-12 shows production through CO2-EOR in each region. In Permian, west of Texas, where
CO2-EOR was started first, CO2-EOR oil production has actively continued since then, accounting
for 60% of the total crude oil produced through CO2-EOR in North America. Oil production in
Weyburn and Midale, Saskatchewan, Canada is carried out by using CO2 supplied through pipeline
by a brown coal gasification plant in Beulah, North Dakota.

Figure 2-12

Trend of CO2-EOR in the US (by region)

Source: “North American CO2 Supply and Developments”，Glen Murrell, EORI and Phil DiPietro, NETL
(Presented the 19th annual CO2 flooding conference, Dec 11-13，2013)Midland，Texas
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Figure 2-13

Crude oil price trend
Source:

EIA

For reference, the past changes in crude oil price are shown in Figure 2-13. Crude oil price had
been on the steady rise since the oil crisis, until it plummeted in 2008 due to the economic downturn
triggered by the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers. Crude oil price, which had fallen since the summer
of 2014, was $30/barrel as of January 2016. Without doubt, it will gradually recover. According to
the forecast of crude oil price and U.S. oil production the EIA makes every year in “Annual Energy
Outlook (2015)” as shown in Figure 2-14, crude oil production through CO2-EOR is expected to
increase to a level close to three times the present by 2040.

Figure 2-14

Outlook for oil production in the US and crude oil price
Source: EIA
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(4) CO2 supply in the U.S.
It is the U.S. that is using CO2-EOR most energetically in the world to produce crude oil. Figure
2-15 shows demand for CO2 in the U.S. Although this data was gathered in 2011, there was demand
for 80 million tons of CO2 a year in North America, of which 50 million tons were produced through
CO2-EOR, of which 80% was supplied from CO2 production wells.
Figure 2-16 shows the regions where CO2-EOR was performed as of 2013 and quantity of CO2
supplied. The totally supply was 3.453 billion cubic feet (about 179,000 tons), which translates into
about 65 million tons per year. Figure 2-17 shows a little older but similar data of the National
Energy Technology Laboratory of the U.S. DOE.

Figure 2-15

CO2 demand in the US

Source: “ACCELERATING THE UPTAKE OF CCS: INDUSTRIAL USE OF CAPTURED CARBON DIOXIDE
EIA” (MARCH 2011) Global CCS Institute
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Figure 2-16

CO2-EOR projects in north America (1)

Source: “Next Generation CO2 EOR”(February 19, 2014)US-DOE, National Energy Technology Laboratory

Figure 2-17

CO2-EOR projects in north America (2)

Source: “Carbon Dioxide EOR－Untapped Domestic Energy Supply and Long Term Carbon Storage
Solution”(March, 2010)US-DOE, National Energy Technology Laboratory

CO2 is supplied from the production wells indicated by a green dot (●) in Oklahoma (McElmo
Dome and Sheep Mt) and New Mexico (Bravo Dome) through pipeline to Permian, west of Texas. A
pipeline also extends from Jakson Dome, Mississippi, to the east part of Louisiana. The positions of
oil fields where CO2-EOR is conducted are indicated by a red dot (●), which can also be seen in
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large numbers in Permean, west of Texas.
CO2 produced at industrial plant is also supplied to these CO2 pipelines, which are indicated by a
yellow dot (●), which can be seen in great numbers around the pipelines in Permean, Texas.
In the north, a pipeline extending from Great Plains Coal Synfuels Plant in North Dakota supplies
CO2 to Weyburn and Midale, Saskatchewan, Canada.
In addition to these, ammonia fertilizer plants (which produces CO2 as byproduct during hydrogen
production) and ethanol plants also supply CO2 that is industrially produced. All the others are gas
refineries (gas processing plants).
Figure 2-18 shows a gas separation and refinement process flow. CO2, which is contained in
several percent along with impurities such as oil component and hydrogen sulfide is separated from
gas component which is separated at a gas production well or oil production well at a well source
(Lease Operations) that gathers gas from plural gas wells or at a gas processing plant that refines a
large quantity of gas.

Figure 2-18

Gas purification process

Source: EIA, Office of Oil and Gas, The Crucial Link Between Natural Gas Production and Its Transportation to
Market” January 2006
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Figure 2-19

Gas processing plants in the US (2012)
Source: EIA

CO2 from a gas processing plant is naturally low in price because it is produced as byproduct
during gas refinement. The U.S. has greatly increased gas production thanks to the shale gas
revolution and it is expected that gas production will be net export in 2018, exceeding domestic
production (Figure 2-20). As shown in Figure 2-19, many gas processing plants are located in the
vicinity of an oil producing area. As many new gas processing plants are built and existing plants are
reinforced, it is expected that these plants serve as CO2 supply sources.

Figure 2-20 Outlook for the US gas market
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2.3.3. EOR projects in the world
A database of EOR projects in the U.S. in a statistical document of the Oil & Gas Journal is shown
in Table 2-2. EOR is broadly classified into two types: a heat type (steam injection, etc.) and a gas
injection type. The table indicates that CO2-EOR projects, which are gas injection projects, fall
behind hydrocarbon gas (re-injection of associated gas of an oil field) projects in total production
(Tot. Production) (oil fields used are estimated large in scale), but have more production than the
hydrocarbon gas projects in enhanced recovery production (Enh. Production). Of the 14 hydrocarbon
gas injection projects, seven are carried out in oil fields in Alaska (associated gas is re-injected in
total amount to an oil field because there is no demand for natural gas in Alaska).
Table 2-2

Summary of EOR projects in the US
Tot. Production

Enh. Production

Capture method and number of project
Total

average

Total

average

Steam (including Hot water)

50

286,428

5,967

266,552

5,331

Combustion

12

20,590

1,716

17,971

1,498

136

345,390

2,831

299,609

2,497

14

551,700

39,407

127,500

10,625

3

25,500

8,500

8,000

2,667

Heat
CO2 miscible/immiscible
Gas

Hydrocarbon miscible/immiscible
Nitrogen immiscible

Note: For CO2 and Hydrocarbon miscible/immiscible, average of the data that production data are available.

As shown in Figure 2-11, CO2-EOR accounts for about 300,000 barrels of about 9 million barrels
of crude oil produced in the U.S. in one day (the above statistics of BP includes light oil component
and NGL accompanying gas and therefore daily production in the U.S. exceeds 10 million barrels),
which is production much smaller than Tight oil (shale oil) whose production has been increasing in
recent years. It is accordingly considered that the main stream of an increase in crude oil production
in the U.S. will be resources deriving from shale oil for the time being.
EOR projects other than North America are listed in Table 2-3. As shown, CO2-EOR projects are
carried out only in Brazil and Trinidad. In Brazil, CO2 is assumed to be produced mainly from
fermentation gas from alcohol production. Trinidad is a region where the concentration of CO2
generated from gas fields is high. In addition to these projects, EOR projects in Malaysia and other
countries are also reported but all these projects use gas and water injection. This is conceivably
because regions that do not have CO2 transportation infrastructure such as the pipelines in the U.S.
cannot help but rely on EOR through off-gas injection, which has the same effect as CO2.
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Table 2-3

EOR projects other than North America
Capturing method

Steam
(including Hot
water)

Country

Brazil
Egypt
Germany
Indonesia
Netherland
Norway
UK
Trinidad
Tobago
Turkey
Venezuela

5
1
8
2
1

CO2

Gas

3

others
Microbe: 1
Polymer:1

1
1
and

11

5
1

43

3

chemical:2, combustion:1

total
9
1
9
2
1
1
1
16
1
49

2.4. Hydrogen and ammonia transportation technology
Hydrogen is suitable for long-distance mass transportation because it is easier to store than
electricity. However, the amount of energy per volume is lower than natural gas. It is therefore
necessary to compress hydrogen to a high concentration before it can be transported. Compressed
hydrogen, liquefied hydrogen, hydride, and hydrogen pipeline can be cited as hydrogen
transportation and storage technologies. The following sections discuss the technological outline,
trend, and issues of liquefied hydrogen, hydride, and ammonia.
2.4.1. Liquefied hydrogen
Hydrogen is liquefied at minus 253C and its volume reduces to 1/8001. Therefore, it can be
transported or stored in a container or lorry if its energy density per volume is raised. This
technology was used for rocket fuel in the late 1950s but amount of liquefied hydrogen sold for
general industrial use has been on the rise in recent years. Taking into consideration the energy for
liquefying hydrogen and keeping it liquefied, the energy efficiency is lower than other technologies.
In addition, 0.5 to 1.0% of the quantity stored evaporates (boil-off) in one day, making it unsuitable
for long-term storage.
Technological issues such as development of insulation technology to prevent boil-off,
improvement of energy efficiency in liquefaction process, and cost reduction of these technologies
need to be addressed. A general study toward high-efficiency use of liquefied hydrogen (Integrated
Design for Efficient Advanced Liquefaction of Hydrogen (IDEALHY)) is conducted with a research
grant framework (FP7) of EU. This study indicates that the amount of energy required for
liquefaction can theoretically be reduced to 6.4 MWh/t (the actual energy as of 2007 was 11.9

1

NEDO (2014), op. cit., p.123.
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MWh/t)2. In Japan, regulations such as the High Pressure Gas Safety Act need to be optimized, in the
same way as compressed hydrogen, because liquefied hydrogen is legally treated as “high-pressure
gas”.
2.4.2. Organic hydride
Hydrogen can also be transported and stored by being adsorbed to an aromatic organic compound,
such as toluene, or some metal alloy (hydrogenation) and separated (dehydrogenation) as necessary.
The former is called organic hydride while the latter, metal hydride. Both types have features that (1)
hydride can be repeatedly used by combining hydrogenation and dehydrogenation and (2) existing
transportation systems can be used because hydride can be handled at ordinary temperature and
pressure, but (3) heat must be given to cause dehydrogenation reaction to occur, which requires some
energy to be consumed, and (4) dehydrogenation reaction takes time.
Organic hydride comes in various forms. From the viewpoints of safety and convenience, putting
methylcyclohexane=toluene-based hydride into practical use is pushed forward. Both of these are
general chemicals and existing infrastructure can be used. In addition, the volume can be compressed
to about 1/500

3

of that under atmospheric pressure. Alloy such as of lantern and magnesium is used

for metal hydride. In the case of magnesium hydride (MgH2), the energy density per volume
increases to about 3 times4 of liquefied hydrogen. Yet, the density per weight is not high because
metal is used. Recently, researchers at JAEA created metal hydride using lightweight
aluminum-copper alloy (Al2Cu)5 which is expected to solve this problem.
To put these technologies into practical use, it is evident that the cost must be reduced. In addition,
hydride after transportation needs on-site dehydrogenation and, because endothermic reaction occurs
during dehydrogenation, heat must be supplied to extract hydrogen, which requires 20% or more of
the energy of hydrogen.
2.4.3. Ammonia
Ammonia is used in large quantity for chemical fertilizer and its production method is established.
It can also be easily liquefied at atmospheric temperature and has a high accumulation hydrogen
density which is 1.5 to 2.5 times that of liquefied hydrogen.
However, ammonia is a strong alkaline substance with strong irritating odor and must be handled
with care when transporting and storing. To take ammonia out of hydrogen, heating a catalytic layer
is necessary for ammonia to start decomposing and development of a low-cost technology for this
purpose is a challenging issue.
Stolzenburg, Klaus and Mubbala, Ritah, “Hydrogen Liquefaction Report,” IDEALHY, 2013, p.20.
NEDO (2014), op. cit., p.126.
4 Cf. Decourt (2014), op. cit., p.68.
5 Saitoh, Hiroyuki, Takagi, Shigeyuki, Machida, Akihiko et al., “Synthesis and Formation Process Al CuH : A new
2
x
class of interstitial aluminium-based alloy hydride,” APL Materials, vol.1, no.3, 032113, 2013.
2
3
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2.5. Technologies using hydrogen or ammonia
2.5.1. Stationary fuel cell
Fuel cells are classified into various types by the electrolyte and fuel. At present, polymer
electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) and solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are mainly developed and spread.
PEFCs can be small and lightweight because they can start quickly due to a low operating
temperature and output a high power. Because of these features, PEFCs are mainly used for
household fuel cell cogeneration systems and fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) to be described below.
SOFCs do not need an expensive precious metal medium, such as platinum, because their reaction
easily progresses, whereas the operating temperature is as high as 1,000C. In the past, therefore,
SOFCs were considered suitable for large-scale equipment. Recently, however, development of
systems intended for small-scale use is going on. Incidentally, phosphoric-acid fuel cells (PAFCs)
are also used for large-scale equipment.
In Japan, commercialization of a household fuel cell cogeneration system (Ene Farm) was started
for the first time in the world in 2009, receiving a government subsidy. As shown in Figure 2-21,
the number of units sold has increased year after year to about 154,000 in January 2016 (with a
total output of about 108 MW). As technological development progresses, the selling price is
declining. Especially, the selling price of polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) dropped to less
than half the initial price as of January 2016. “Basic Energy Plan” decided by the Cabinet in 2014
aims at increasing the number of units to 1.4 million by 2020 and 5.3 million by 2030. The target
number of 2020 is about 10 times the present. To achieve this target, cost reduction that allows fuel
cell to be deployed without subsidy is indispensable.
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Figure 2-21 Stationary fuel cell for residential use in Japan
Source: METI (2017)

Because the present stationary fuel cell is supplied with city gas or LPG and hydrogen is produced
and supplied by a reformer to a fuel cell stack, there is room for discussion as to whether stationary
fuel cells can be regarded as hydrogen-use equipment.
2.5.2. Fuel cell vehicle
Fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) generate power with a fuel cell, using hydrogen filled at a hydrogen
station as fuel, to drive a motor. Already, many manufacturers have started sale of FCV passenger
cars in Japan, U.S., Europe, and South Korea. Fuel cells have also been increasingly employed for
not only automobiles but also scooters, large-size vehicles including buses and trucks, industrial
vehicles such as forklifts, and ships. As of the end of September 2017, about 5,200 FCV passenger
cars have been sold throughout the world, of which about 3,700 units are “MIRAI” manufactured by
Toyota. By country, the U.S. comes in first place in terms of the number of vehicles sold, standing at
about 2,700, followed by Japan at 1,700 units6. The features of FCVs include: (1) they contribute to
energy conservation because of high energy efficiency, and also reduces CO2 emissions, (2) fuel
charging time is relatively short, (3) effective cruising distance is as long as more than 500 km7, and
(4) dependence on petroleum can be eliminated because hydrogen can be produced from various
energy sources.
The biggest challenge of FCVs is how to lower their prices, which at present ranges from

6
7

Hydrogen Analysis Resource Center.
According to Toyota (http://toyota.jp/mirai/performance/),driving range of ”MIRAI” is 650 km.
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US$ 60,000 to 100,0008. The domestic price of “MIRAI”, which is currently owned most widely, is
about ¥7.2 million, which is evidently higher than the other passenger cars of Toyota9. At present,
the central and local governments provide a subsidy. According to an estimate, therefore, “MIRAI”
can be bought in Tokyo at about ¥4.2million10. But the price is still high as sedan type passenger cars
go and, to deploy the FCV widely, not relying on the subsidy is essential. In addition, not only the
purchasing price of the vehicle itself but also the fuel price is an important factor to decide on
purchase. Therefore, cost reduction in the manufacturing is necessary. The present selling price of
hydrogen for FCVs is about ¥1,100/kg in an advanced case, at which level the fuel cost is equivalent
to that of gasoline hybrid vehicles (per travel distance)11. In addition, improvement of convenience is
an issue directly coupled with the buying behavior of consumers. This means that development of
infrastructure, including hydrogen refueling stations, is essential, and that, to that end, development
of technologies that enable low-cost construction and legislation that allows smooth construction are
necessary. To improve convenience, expanding a line-up of models in accordance with various needs
of consumers is also important.
2.5.3. Hydrogen power generation
Hydrogen power generation is to directly burn hydrogen in the same way as gas turbine power
generation. If hydrogen is co-fired with natural gas, an existing facility can basically be used and
introduction of hydrogen power generation has actually been set forward at home and abroad.
Regarding co-firing for integrated coal gasification combined cycle (IGCC), turbines supporting a
mixed fuel burning ratio of 50% or less have already been commercialized12. In the meantime,
hydrogen single-fuel power generation is currently at the stage of research and development. As a
typical example, a demonstration plant with a capacity of 16 MW13, which has been operated by
Enel SpA of Italy in Fusina, Venezia, since 2009, can be cited. In Japan, Mitsubishi Hitachi Power
Systems, Ltd. and Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd. are developing turbines supporting hydrogen
single fuel burning or co-firing.
When hydrogen burns, CO2 is not generated but nitrogen oxide (NOx) is indeed generated from
nitrogen in the air, which can be a cause of air pollution or greenhouse effect. NOx is especially
generated in quantity almost two times that when natural gas is burnt if it is burnt in a gas turbine,
because hydrogen burns at a high speed, destabilizing burning and because the flame temperature is
high. As countermeasures against this, cooling the flame by spraying water or diluting the fuel by
IEA (2015), op. cit., p.13.
Compared in the Toyota’s web site (https://toyota.jp/carlineup/?ptopid=menu)
10 Bureau of environment of Tokyo metropolitan government web site
(https://www.kankyo.metro.tokyo.jp/energy/hydrogen/fcv.html)
11 Press release of Iwatani, November 2014
12 Decourt (2014), op. cit., p.98.
13 Power generation capacity of hydrogen power generation is 12MW, though exhaust heat is input to an existing
coal-fired power plant yielding additional 4MW (Enel, Press Release, August 14, 2009.)
8
9
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inert gas is considered. In addition, Kawasaki Heavy Industries are tackling development of a gas
turbine combustor that can bring rough burning, such as backfire, under control by using minute
hydrogen flame and that can enable hydrogen single fuel burning while keeping NOx at a low
level14.
2.5.4. Ammonia power generation
Ammonia is drawing attention as a hydrogen carrier that does not contain carbon but has a large
percentage of hydrogen and its use as fuel for power generation is expected. However, ammonia may
be co-fired with other fossil fuel such as kerosene in some cases as ammonia is hard to ignite and
burns slowly.
Since many power generators uses a gas turbine, installation of NOx removal equipment is also
necessary for removing nitrogen oxide generated as a result of burning ammonia.

14

Press release of Kawasaki Heavy Industry, December 2015
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3. Proposal of policy measures related to this project to Saudi
Arabia
3.1. Outline and standards of proposed technology
As described above, there are many alternatives for creating a CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia chain
at each stage of production, transportation, storage, and use and only limited technologies have been
commercialized at present. In Japan, assistance is being provided toward research and development
of and putting into practical use all the technologies and, under the circumstances, identifying one
technology or supply chain is not appropriate.
It is therefore necessary to get the wide picture of progress in and future prospect of each
technology. In the meantime, a discussion at a workshop pointed out that giving a priority to
development of CO2-free ammonia, in combination with CCS, is important for creating a CO2-free
hydrogen/ammonia chain in the future because production and transportation of ammonia has
already existed as technological standards.
In this survey, a master plan will be created based on these points.

3.2. Institutional measures necessary for CCS/EOR
Because CCS/EOR is necessary to eliminate CO2 from both hydrogen and ammonia, institutional
measures necessary for CCS/EOR are put in order based on research of the past.
Unlike pure CCS that does not involve crude oil recovery, CCS/EOR is expected to leak CO2
unless wells are properly abandoned. Like CCS, applying excessive pressure may lead to destruction
of the cap rock covering the oil reservoir, in which case there is a risk of leaking CO2 that has been
accumulated. To position a CCS/EOR project as a greenhouse gas emissions reduction project, it is
necessary to take measures to calculate greenhouse gas emissions reduction, taking into
consideration the possibility of such CO2 leak. This chapter extracts the representatives of various
project mechanisms and institutions to put in order issues at point in connection with the elements of
methods of calculating reduction of greenhouse gas emissions accompanying CCS.
3.2.1. Study of methodology for CDM
As representative methodologies for CDM, NM0167 and NM0168 can be cited. NM0167 is a
methodology then Mitsubishi Tokyo UFJ Securities proposed for a CCS project (EOR) on Back Ho
Oil Field in Vietnam in September 2005. Its title is “Recovery of anthropogenic CO2 from large
industrial GHG emission sources and its storage in an oil reservoir”. A feature of this methodology is
not considering emissions stemming from crude oil produced through EOR. This way of thinking is
taken over by a methodology of American Carbon Registry to be described below.
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NM0168 is a methodology Mitsubishi Research Institute, Inc. proposed for underground storage
of CO2 accompanying LNG in aquifer in Malaysia in January 2006. The title is “The capture of CO2
from natural gas processing plants and liquefied natural gas (LNG) plants and its storage in
underground aquifers or abandoned oil/gas reservoirs”. Unlike NM0167, this methodology features
CCS not involving EOR as the subject of a project.
To both the proposals, the CDM Methodologies Panel showed concerns that sufficient
consideration was not given to accurate grasping of the leakage amount of CO2 and long-term
responsibility. In addition, the monitoring plan, including items to be measured and frequency of
measurement, was not described in detail and these points are considered behind the findings by the
Methodologies Panel.
3.2.2. CCS regulation for CDM
A study whether CCS/EOR can be acknowledged as a CDM project was conducted immediately
after the Kyoto Protocol came into force in 2005. Rules for studying CCS methodology was finally
approved at COP17 in 2011. After that, a working group concerning CCS was set up under the CDM
Executive Board but has never been held to this day because no proposal on methodology has been
made at all.
This regulation features that concrete techniques and standards are not identified and entrusted to
operators, and that a long monitoring period is set.
Meeting liabilities and conditions for host countries are also regulated if emission is actually
carried out. It cannot be said that neither NM0167 nor NM0168 conforms to these criteria at present.
3.2.3. Study of JCM
JCM has been studied in projects to spread countermeasures, etc. against global warming
countermeasures mainly by the NEDO（New Energy and Industrial Technology Development
Organization）. In a survey conducted by Arabian Oil Company Ltd., Marubeni Corporation, and
Mitsubishi Research Institute, Inc. (in FY 2012), for example, information on the aquifer of an oil
field in Indonesia was closely examined and CO2 storage and reduction were calculated by creating a
detailed 3D model. This survey summarizes techniques and procedures for assessing the
appropriateness of storage sites calculated based on such field work and simulation, and monitoring
methods and frequency.
A survey by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. and Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities, Co.,
Ltd. (FY 2012) developed a methodology based on a methodology not approved by CDM at a
specific site also in Indonesia. This survey takes into consideration of a risk of leak from the ground
surface, which is an element of concern, by preparing a method to fix leak from the ground surface
through actual measurement as an option, in addition to a method of using the default value of the
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IPCC. Although 1% is employed for the default value of the IPCC, the survey concludes that
appropriateness of 1% and appropriateness of use of it as the default value are the subject of future
research.
A survey conducted by Mitsui & Co., Ltd. and Mitsubishi Research Institute (FY 2015) developed
a methodology at a Mexican site on the assumption that leak does not actually take place with “an
appropriate site selected” and under “appropriate management”. According to this survey, regarding
calculation of emissions reduction, a possibility of destruction of cap rock cannot be denied if an
event where the pressure in aquifer exceeds the initial pressure happens and that emissions deriving
from energy consumed in this project remains as net emissions.
3.2.4. Other studies
(1) Methodology of American Carbon Registry (ACR)
The American Carbon Registry of the U.S. is a Rockefeller-supported non-profit program in
which non-profit organizations participate. It is a private voluntary registry of reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions. The first edition of the methodology was issued in 2012. The final edition
was issued in April 2015.
This methodology is to calculate CO2 leakage when CO2 is captured, transported, injected, and
stored, and the amount of CO2 emitted when fossil fuel or purchased electricity is consumed. It does
not limit the sources of CO2 capture but assumes CO2 emitted from power plants, industrial fields,
and polygeneration facilities. All transportation methods including pipelines, cargo ships, railways,
and trucks are covered. CO2 leaked from facilities and ground surface are calculated as CO2 leakage
in the pressurization and storage processes.
This methodology can be assumed as brining separation and capture of CO2 emitted by thermal
power plants in the U.S. into perspective. In the U.S., new thermal power plants are obliged to
introduce the Best Available Technology (BAT). The ACR methodology does not take into
consideration setting of a baseline called standards-based in capturing CO2 stemming emission
exceeding such a standard.
Emissions deriving from consumption of crude oil produced through EOR is not considered, like
the CDM methodology NM0167 above. The reasons cited are that it is outside the range of the
project and that crude oil produced though EOR probably takes the place of crude oil mined with a
technique other than EOR.
(2) EU directive on CCS
In EU, CCS is regulated by European Commission Directive 2009/31EC “geological storage of
carbon dioxide” (hereafter referred to as the “CCS directive”). Basically, the CCS directive lays
down a standard on CCS regulation framework to be shared throughout EC by setting principles to
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which all the member nations should conform (for example, only storage sites that have no
influences on the environment and health should be selected, operators should report at least once a
year the CO2 press-in quantity, financial soundness, and result of monitoring, and so on). At the same
time, the CCS directive urges each one of the member nations to regulate many issues in detail.
Detailed standards are not prescribed for the directive itself.
3.2.5. Study of standardization
(1) Situation of study by ISO/TC265
ISO/TC265 Carbon dioxide capture, transportation, and geological storage has been studied since
2011 with a vision to standardizing design of the CO2 capture, transportation, underground and
storage (CCS) fields; construction and operation of environmental zones and management; risk
management; quantification; monitoring and verification; and related activities. ISO/TC265 sets up
six working groups each of which is promoting its activity for the following purposes:
・ WG1 (capture): To standardize technologies and processes to capture CO2 generated at sources
(thermal power plants, steelworks, and chemical plants such as of cement and oil refinement)
・ WG2 (transportation): To standardize methods of transporting CO2 captured from sources to
permanent storage facilities
・ WG3 (storage): To standardize method of underground storage of captured CO2
・ WG4 (Q&V): To standardize quantification and verification of CO2 emissions reduction through
CCS
・ WG5 (cross-cutting issues): To standardize cross-cutting issues in each field (capture,
transportation, and storage) of CCS
・ WG6 (CO2-EOR): To standardize application of CCS to EOR (Enhanced Oil Recovery)
WG6 dealing with CCS/EOR was set up in 2014. ISO/TC265 issued documents such as TR27912
(WG1: technical report on CO2 capture technologies in various industrial fields) in May 2016 and
IS27913 (WG2: international standards of CO2 pipeline transportation) in November 2016. WG6 is
at present at a work stage and has not publicized any particular draft (as of November 2017).
In Japan, an ISO/TC265 domestic deliberation committee, four domestic WGs corresponding to
WG1 to WG6 (a Q&V and cross-cutting issue WG corresponds to WG4 and WG5), and a WG6
study task group are established. These committee and working groups are carrying out
standardization activities, inviting many experts from related domestic sectors, with the RITE as the
secretariat.
(2) Other studies
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In addition to a study by ISO, many institutions are studying a guideline. DNV in Norway, which
mainly provides certification services to industries and services to classify vessels for maritime
transportation, started preparation of a guideline of CCS since the end of 2006. Specifically,
guidelines in five fields have been completed: JIP CO2CAPTURE (certification of CO2 capture
technology), JIP CO2PIPETRANS (CO2 design and operation of a pipeline), JIPCO2WELLS
(re-certification of CO2 of press-in wells), JIP CO2QUALSTORE (selection and certification of CO2
underground storage sites and projects), and JIP CO2RISKMAN (risk management of CCS). The
National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) of the U.S. is preparing best practice and manuals
of CCS. It has created and publicized manuals in seven fields: monitoring, verification, and
calculation; site selection; reservoir classification; risk assessment/simulation; ore chute; PA; and
isolation on the ground. Canadian Standards Association (CSA) completed standards of CO2
underground storage, “CSA Z741-12 Geological storage of carbon dioxide” in October 2012. These
standards cover “storage” of CCS and do not include “capture” and “transportation”. Although these
standards mainly cover ground saltwater aquifer and dried up oil and gas fields as reservoirs, it is
said that they can also apply to storage related to EOR.

3.3. Financial support
ODA for Saudi Arabia ended in 2010 but support may be provided by government agencies,
depending on the stage of development and usage. This section describes the features of main
government agencies providing financial support.
3.3.1. Support by NEDO
NEDO may provide support at a demonstration stage in the form of the Joint Credit Mechanism
(hereafter referred to as “JCM demonstration project”) or international demonstration project
(hereafter referred to as “NEDO demonstration project”).
(1) JCM demonstration project
Background to the start of JCM demonstration project is that the "Clean Development
Mechanism" administered by the United Nations takes a long time for the review process. There is
also high uncertainty about whether approval is possible or not. In addition, it was inadequate to
make use of Japan’s excellent energy efficient technology and products. For this reason, Japanese
government are actively working towards building the Joint Credit Mechanism. The basic concept is
that Japan contributes to the reduction and absorption of greenhouse gas emissions in developing
countries through dissemination and transfer of low-carbon technologies, products and infrastructure
etc. and hereby utilize them to achieve Japan’s emission reduction target.
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Japan has established JCM with 17 countries in total including Mongolia, Bangladesh, Ethiopia,
Kenya, Maldives, Vietnam, Laos, Indonesia, Costa Rica, Palau, Cambodia, Mexico, Saudi Arabia,
Chile, Myanmar, Thailand and the Philippines (the country is in order of signature date, as of
February 2018).
Based on the government's policy, NEDO is implementing a JCM demonstration project that
efficiently and effectively conduct concrete emission reduction by demonstrating the effectiveness of
Japan’s low-carbon technologies and systems in overseas.
It is a seven-year project from FY 2011 to FY 2017. The framework of the project is largely
divided into the following three phases (as of FY 2017).
1) JCM project feasibility study
For the establishment of JCM, this phase investigates and analyzes the greenhouse gas emission
reduction potential, the concrete method of dissemination and deployment of technologies in case of
spreading out Japan’s excellent technology.
2) JCM demonstration project
For countries that established JCM, for specific emission reduction projects that make use of
Japan's excellent low-carbon technologies and systems, regarding greenhouse gas emission reduction
effect, energy saving or energy substitution effect, this phase demonstrates the effectiveness of the
technology / system by utilizing JCM (from the application of the project to the joint committee by
the business operator to the procedures of monitoring, reporting, verification of emission reduction
by examination, registration, project).
In addition, through implementing the project, this phase considers ways to disseminate the
technology, such as working on the policies and system that encourage dissemination of Japan’s
excellent low-carbon technologies at the partner country.
3) MRV application research project
In countries where bilateral documents are signed, for machinery and equipment which are
expected to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, this phase obtains third party verification of
greenhouse gas emission reduction in the facility by applying MRV methodology, reviews the effects
and applicability of MRV (including improvement of MRV adaptability of counterpart companies
etc.) and makes suggestions on improving proper operation.
In FY 2011, 40 surveys and in FY 2012, 23 surveys were conducted to discover and compose the
cooperative projects. In FY2013, 5 surveys and seven new demonstration projects started. In FY
2014, 17 JCM project feasibility studies and 1 MRV application survey were conducted. In FY 2015,
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it carried out 5 demonstration projects and 10 feasibility studies, In FY 2016, one demonstration
project, two feasibility studies and one MRV application survey were started. Budget execution
results from FY 2011 to FY 2016 are 8,887 million yen, and the budget size for 2017 is 1,900
million yen. In Saudi Arabia the following feasibility study is adopted in the public offering in FY
2015.


Carbon dioxide capture, storage and utilization (CCUS) project investigation
In Saudi Arabia, the project investigates the applicability of CCUS technology using Japan’s latest

CO2 separation and recovery technology, the effect of GHG emission reduction, the business
viability of the project and the possibility of finance support. Based on the basic equipment
specifications, the project compiles cost estimate calculation and economic evaluation.
Although this project is expected to end in FY 2017, Japan’s efforts towards JCM will continue
even after FY 2018.
(2) NEDO demonstration project
The purpose of NEDO demonstration project is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the energy
technologies and systems Japan is good at, in cooperation with the government and public
organizations of the counterpart, and thereby to spread technologies and systems by private
businesses. NEDO demonstration project is intended to make

contribution to energy safety and

security in Japan through control of energy consumption abroad and to addressing global warming
through reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
This project mainly consists of feasibility study to check the possibility

of a research for

demonstration (which is concluded within 1 year) and the research for demonstration (which is
concluded within 3 years). In addition, follow-up projects, such as a survey into the adaptability of
requirement before demonstration and a promotion activity after demonstration, are conducted as
necessary.
Feasibility study formulates a plan necessary for implementing a research for demonstration and
probes the necessary facilities and equipment, scale, method, site organizations and probability of
spread, sustainable business expansion, energy conservation effect, and greenhouse gas emission
control effect. A theme for which the feasibility of a demonstration project and spread of
technologies and systems are ascertained, a research for demonstration is started. In implementing
the demonstration, NEDO concludes a memorandum of understanding (MOU), etc. regulating the
demonstration and its method, and role sharing with the counterpart. The executor and site
organization concludes an annex (ID) regulating the details of the demonstration project (such as
design, production, installation, and demonstration operation), and implements (1) detailed survey
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into the project, site, and facilities and equipment and basic and detailed design of the facilities and
equipment, (2) production and transportation of the facilities and equipment, (3) installation and trial
run of technologies and systems under technical guidance of Japan, and (4) demonstration operation
of the introduced technologies and systems to confirm the effectiveness of the facilities and
equipment and dissemination and enlightenment activities in the counterpart.

public offering

public offering

Scrutinizing
coditions
required
(within 1 year)

Scrutinizing
before
demonstration
(within 1 year)

Demonstration
(less than 3
years)

Continual
demonstration,
Business
developmnet

MOU/ID

Figure 3-1

Procedure of NEDO demonstration

Source: NEDO, http://www.nedo.go.jp/content/100784553.pdf

The budget for NEDO demonstration project in FY 2017 was about ¥14 billion. It used to
basically a commissioned project for which NEDO shoulders the expenses. Recently, however,
subsidized projects have been conducted from the viewpoints of thoroughly promoting spread and
securing internal commitments of businesses. In the case of a subsidized project, the burden rate of
NEDO is said to be 1/2 in the case of a big business and 2/3 in the case of a small- or medium-sized
business. The upper limit of the money NEDO will pay for a feasibility study is ¥20 million for big
businesses and ¥30 million for small- and medium-sized businesses. The upper limit of a research
for demonstration is ¥2 billion for big businesses and ¥3 billion for small- and medium-sized
businesses. Regardless of the business scale, the upper limit of money NEDO will spend on a
feasibility study is ¥30 million and on a research for demonstration is ¥3 billion.
NEDO demonstration project was conducted mainly in China, starting from the early 1990, on
energy conservation technologies in steel and cement industries that consume a huge amount of
energy and has the high effect of investment recovery. In the 2000s, researches for demonstration of
energy conservation technologies were conducted in fast growing countries, such as ASEAN nations,
India, and Middle Eastern nations, as well as China. In the 2010s, NEDO focused on demonstration
projects of systems and infrastructure (such as smart community), as well as single technologies and
facilities, and expanded its scope to include European countries and the U.S. Although NEDO has
little experience in conducting its projects in the Middle East, it has implemented a project in Qatar
and Saudi Arabia in recent years. In Saudi Arabia, a demonstration project of a system that reuses
industrial waste water discharged from industrial parks by using membrane technologies was
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conducted by Chiyoda Corporation in Dammam industrial park from 2012 to 2017. In January 2018,
Hitachi, Ltd. and Toray Industries, Inc. announced that they will implement a demonstration project
of seawater desalination technology in Umurji in cooperation with Saudi Arabian Seawater
Desalination Corporation (SWCC).
3.3.2. Support by JBIC
For a theme that has ended its demonstration stage and proceeded to a commercialization stage,
support by Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC) may be expected.
JBIC is a governmental financial institution fully owned by the Japanese Government. While it is
intended to supplement financing conducted by general private banking institutions, the missions of
JBIC are the following four: promotion of development and acquisition of overseas resources
important for Japan, maintenance and improvement of the international competitiveness of Japanese
industries, promotion of projects overseas intended for maintenance of global environment such as
prevention of global warming, and prevention of disturbance of and repair damage to the
international financial order.
To accomplish these missions, JBIC executes its business specifically in five fields: resources,
infrastructure, industry, middle-class and small- and medium-size businesses, and environment. In
the resource field, it helps Japanese companies develop and import to Japan resources including
energy resources, such as oil and natural gas, and mineral resources, such as iron, copper, and rare
metal. In the field of infrastructure, JBIC assists Japanese businesses in participating in overseas
infrastructure projects (such as railroads, harbors, waste disposal, and water). It assists Japanese
companies in direct investment for overseas M&A, export, and overseas sale in the industrial field.
In the middle-class and small- and medium-size business fields, JBIC provides assistance in
fundraising, strengthening cooperation with parties concerned in host countries through conclusion
of memoranda with the governments of developing nations and local financial institutions, and
providing information on overseas investment environment to middle-class and small- and
medium-sized companies. In the environmental field, JBIC provides support through financing,
guaranteeing, and investment to development of renewable energy power plants and introduction of
energy-saving facilities and equipment while mobilizing private fund.
The financial scheme of JBIC is mainly divided into export finance, import finance, investment
finance, business development finance, investment, and guarantee. Export finance is to export and
sell the machines, equipment, and technologies of Japanese companies and local Japanese
corporations. Import finance is financing import by Japanese companies of resources and important
goods. Investment finance is to finance overseas investment projects by Japanese businesses.
Business development finance is to provide funds necessary for Japanese enterprises to make
overseas investment in developing nations and for export to those nations. Investment is performed
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to the investment corporations of Japanese businesses that do business overseas and funds where
Japanese companies, etc. play a central role. Guarantee is financing private financial institutions, etc.
and guaranteeing public and corporate bonds issued by the governments of developing countries and
local Japanese companies.
The performance of investment and financing by JBIC in FY 2015 was ¥2.3974 trillion, of which
investment finance accounted for close to 80%. This indicates that JBIC was focusing on investment
(Figure 3-2). By region, it made its most investment in Europe with the Middle East coming in
fourth place following Latin America and North America (Figure 3-3).
In Saudi Arabia, JBIC concluded a loan contract to finance a project to expand the oil refinement
and petrochemical integrated plant in Rabigh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, in March 2015. To this day,
JBIC has invested and financed 81 projects (¥1.0018 trillion), which is the third largest in the Middle
East, followed by Iran (199 projects and ¥1.0268 trillion) and Turkey (198 projects and ¥706.2
billion).
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Source: Role and function of JBIC, JBIC
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In connection with CO2-EOR, JBIC concluded a loan contract for a CO2-EOR project (jointly
conducted by JX Nippon Oil and Gas Exploration Corporation and U.S. major power company NRG
Energy) using the exhaust gas of a coal-fired power plant in Texas in July 2014.
3.3.3. Support by NEXI
Implementing a project in Saudi Arabia involves many risks. Nippon Export and Investment
Insurance (NEXI) is doing business to insure risks that arise in external transaction by Japanese
companies, such as export, import, intermediary trade, and overseas investment, and losses that
cannot be relieved by ordinary insurance, including (1) political risks such as international dispute,
terror, and exchange transaction, and (2) commercial risks such as bankruptcy or default of the
counterpart.
The underwriting record of NEXI in FY 2016 was about ¥7 trillion, of which general trade
insurance accounts for the overwhelming majority of ¥5.4 trillion (78%), followed by overseas
business finance loan insurance, for ¥0.9 trillion (13%), occupying about 90% (Figure 3-4). General
trade insurance means insurance that covers, when exporting, trading, and supplying technologies
for construction, losses making collection of bills impossible due to (1) political risks such as
international dispute, terror, and exchange transaction, and (2) commercial risks such as bankruptcy
or default of the counterpart. Overseas business finance loan insurance means insurance that covers
losses making collection of bills impossible due to (1) political risks such as international dispute,
terror, and exchange transaction, and (2) commercial risks such as bankruptcy or default of the
counterpart, when a Japanese company finances a foreign government or business for a project that
is conducted overseas and contributes to economic development. By region, insurance for Asia is the
largest, accounting for 57.9% (about ¥4.3 trillion) of the total. This is followed by Latin America and
Europe. The Middle East comes in fourth place, accounting for 7.6% (about ¥0.6 trillion) (Figure
3-5).
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NEXI was clearly stated in “Expanded Partnership for Quality Infrastructure” initiative” Prime
Minister Abe announced before Ise-Shima Summit (May 2016) as a support institution, together with
JICA and JBIC. In this initiative, expansion of securing sufficient financial base and coverage of
overseas investment insurance and export insurance were included. NEXI has therefore provided
support in important policy fields such as infrastructure, energy, agriculture, aircraft, and ship. In
Saudi Arabia, NEXI underwrites insurance for loan to be provided to the second-phase project in
Rabigh, like JBIC. Again, like JBIC, NEXI underwrites insurance for loan provided by Mizuho Bank
to a project related to CO2-EOR that started in Texas in July 2014.
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4. Review of concrete project plan for commercialization
4.1. Project potential
The project potential is to be expressed by the demand scale of CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia.
4.1.1. Assumptions and methodology of CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia demand
scenarios
(1) Target countries
The destinations of supply of CO2-free hydrogen and ammonia from Saudi Arabia, i.e. the
countries of demand include Japan, South Korea and Taiwan. Since the current administrations of
South Korea and Taiwan are promoting abandonment of nuclear power generation, they are highly
requiring low-carbon power generations substituting for nuclear power generation and thus are likely
to introduce hydrogen power generation. In addition, these countries are highly depending on Saudi
Arabia for import of energy sources. Based on these characteristics, along with Japan, which is
pursuing a hydrogen society, South Korea and Taiwan have potentiality to become countries of
large-scale demand for CO2-free hydrogen and ammonia.
(2) Scenarios
We set two scenarios: “Hydrogen high-case scenario” and “Hydrogen low-case scenario”. How
much CO2-free hydrogen and CO2-free ammonia will be individually used depends on the
technological progress and the economics of CO2-free hydrogen and CO2-free ammonia and thus
are unclear at present. Therefore, we set scenarios for total amount of CO2-free hydrogen and
CO2-free ammonia, not dividing them to the individual demand amounts.
Table 4-1

CO2-free Hydrogen/Ammonia Demand Scenario

Scenario

Hydrogen low-case

Description
・

Assumed that half of new coal-fired and gas-fired power
plants built after 2035 will be replaced by hydrogen-fired
power plants.

Hydrogen high-case

・

Assumed that all new coal-fired and gas-fired power plants
built after 2030 will be replaced by hydrogen-fired power
plants.

・

Assumed that hydrogen supply cost will be sufficiently
reduced and accelerate FCV deployment.

Source: “Asia/World Energy Outlook 2016”, IEEJ
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The major uses are to be hydrogen power generation and fuel cell vehicles. As to hydrogen power
generation, we assume that natural gas and coal fired power generation facilities (only those newly
built) are replaced by hydrogen power generation and we estimate newly-built thermal power plant
capacities based on the power generation outlook and the data on years of operation start of existing
power generation facilities (Figure 4-1). As to vehicles, we use a vehicle type preference model
(Figure 4-2), determining the numbers of vehicles sold on a year-by-year and model-by-model basis,
and accumulate them in order to estimate the model-by-model numbers of vehicles owned.

Power generation
Optimization model

Energy model

GWh from gas-fired
power generation

GWh from coalfired power
generation

Capacity of gasfired power
generation

Capacity of coalfired power
generation
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Hydrogen potential demand
(replacement of gas-fired power generation)

Figure 4-1

Capacity of newly
built coal-fired
power generation

Hydrogen potential demand
(replacement of coal-fired power generation)

Analysis flow for replacement of gas-fired and coal-fired power generation by
hydrogen-fired power generation

Source: “Asia/World Energy Outlook 2016”, IEEJ
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FCV deployment estimation by automobile choice model

Source: “Asia/World Energy Outlook 2016”, IEEJ

4.1.2. CO2-free hydrogen and ammonia demand in Japan, South Korea and Taiwan
Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 show the result of estimation of demand for CO2-free hydrogen and
ammonia in Japan, South Korea and Taiwan. In the low case, in 2050, Japan, South Korea and
Taiwan are to necessitate hydrogen and ammonia of 54 billion Nm3, 22 billion Nm3, and 16 billion
Nm3, respectively, accounting for 92 billion Nm3 in total. In the high case, the values are
respectively 109 billion Nm3, 54 billion Nm3 and 57 billion Nm3, accounting for 220 billion Nm3 in
total. On a use-by-use basis, power generation is to use a large part.
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The capacity of the hydrogen power generation in Japan will be 15 GW to 31 GW, which is
reasonable, as this is similar to the outlook shown by the private companies in the Strategic Council
for Hydrogen and Fuel Cells (ninth meeting) and to those estimated in the Basic Hydrogen Strategy
(Table 4-2).
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Table 4-2

Demand outlook of CO2-free Hydrogen by country in Japan
Outlook

Strategic

Council

for Hydrogen and
Fuel cell

Kawasaki Heavy Industry: 9 million ton ( ≒ 99 billion Nm3) for
hydrogen-fired power generation in 2050
Chiyoda corporation: 53 billion Nm3 for hydrogen-fired power generation in
2050

Hydrogen
strategy

basic

5~10 million ton (≒55~110 billion Nm 3) after 2030
(equivalent to 15~30GW of hydrogen-fired power generation)

Source: Document from the 9th Strategic Council for Hydrogen and Fuel cell

4.1.3. CCS potential in Saudi Arabia
Although the disclosed information is limited, it is said that the CO2 storage potential by CCS is 5
billion to 30 billion t- CO2 in Saudi Arabia. This is equivalent to the tonnage of CO2 emissions in
Japan for approximately 5-30 years.

Figure 4-5

Promising CCS area in Saudi Arabia

Source: left: “Case study of international collaboration project”, Platform for long term global warming
countermeasures, Taskforce for global strategies, 6th meeting, March 2017
Right: KAPSARC, “The role of CO2 capture and storage in Saudi Arabia’s energy future”, International Journal of
Greenhouse Gas Control 11 (2012) 163–171
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4.2. Economic analysis
4.2.1. CCS cost
We calculated the costs for separation and capture of CO2 at the time when hydrogen is refined by
steam-reforming of natural gases, which have been refined from crude oil associated gases, and the
costs for transport through the CO2 pipelines and storage.
(1) Costs for separation and capture of CO2
Estimation of steam-reforming of natural gases with the CO2 separation and capture functions was
carried out based on the existing researches about the existing natural gas steam-reforming facilities.
The costs for separation and capture of CO2 were estimated for the case of use of CO2 separation and
capture facilities and the case of use of none.
As shown in Figure 4-6, hydrogen is refined by using feedstock natural gases refined from oil
associated gases and by steam-reforming. As the feedstock, the natural gases produce 1 mole of CO
and 3 moles of H2 through steam-reforming. CO produced through steam-reforming is made to react
with steam to metamorphose into CO2 and H2 (shift reaction).
Steam-reforming reaction (methane): CH4 + H2O = CO + 3H2 (endothermic reaction)
CO metamorphic reaction: CO + H2O = CO2 + H2 (exothermic reaction)
Overall: CH4 + 2H2O = CO2 + 4H2 (endothermic reaction)
After produced, H2 is to be fed to a PSA (Pressure Swing Adsorption) device to remove impurities
and the impurity gases (CO, CO2, CH4, N2 and H2O) are to be separated so as to obtain hydrogen of
a purity of 99.999% or higher. CO2 is to be recovered from both the process gas and the emission
from the reformer.

Associated
natural
gas(feedstock)

desulfurization

Steam
reformer

CO

CO2

metamorphosis

recovery

PSA

Water

Associated
natural
gas(feedstock)

Figure 4-6

CO2

CO2

recovery

CO2

Hydrogen production flow in natural gas steam reforming

Source: The Institute of Applied Energy
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H2

We assume that the composition of the feedstock natural gases refined from crude oil associated
gases is to be as shown in Table 4-3. Table 4-4 shows the amounts of CO2 emitted and recovered in
case where 2.5 billion Nm3 of hydrogen is produced every year by steam-reforming. Actually,
however, for the amount of hydrogen produced, losses to the individual energy carriers should be
considered so that 2.5 billion Nm3 of hydrogen will be delivered to Japan.
Table 4-3

Composition of natural gas as feedstock of hydrogen
Chemical formula

Composition (%)

Methane

CH4

75.0

Ethane

C2H6

23.0

propane

C3H8

2.0

Butane

C4H10

0.0

Total

100%

Source: The Institute of Applied Energy

Table 4-4

CO2 emission and capture from steam reforming
CO2 emission

unit

CO2 emission (feedstock; gross)

2,037,310

t-CO2/year

CO2 recovery

1,972,529

t-CO2/year

64,781

t-CO2/year

CO2 emission (feedstock; net)
CO2 emission per hydrogen production

25.9

3

g-CO2/Nm -H2

Source: The Institute of Applied Energy

(2) Costs for CO2 transport
After separated and captured, CO2 is to be transported to the CO2 storage location via CO2
pipelines. For cost estimation, we assumed that the distance of CO2 transport would be 100 km and
the land on which the pipelines would be laid would be flatlands. For the initial costs for the
pipelines the unit prices released in the USA were used, after adjusted by the location factors for
Saudi Arabia.15
We carried out calculation by assuming that the diameter of the CO2 pipeline should be 8 inches
for transport of the amount of recovered CO2 calculated based on Table 4-4 and from the losses, by
converting the power generation amount into the transported CO2 amount in accordance with the
method of calculation of levelized cost of electricity (LCOE), and by observing Table 4-6 (discount
rate of 5%, operating period of 30 years, removal cost, fixed property tax, labor cost, repair cost,

15

Initial cost of pipeline is referred from Kinder-Morgan.
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miscellaneous costs (insurance), general administrative cost, etc.).
(3) CO2 injection costs
We estimated the CO2 injection cost by using the material shown on Table 4-5. It was from $0.5/t
to $8/t or so but as the scale was small in this estimation, we considered in our calculation that the
CO2 injection cost would be $8/t.
Table 4-5

CCS cost

Present
IPCC SRCCS
JPY/t-CO2
USD/t-CO2
Case
Newly built
Newly built
Newly built natural
Newly built
coal-fired power
coal-fired power
gas combined
coal-fired power
plant ~ aquifer
plant ~ aquifer
cycle ~ aquifer
plant ~ EOR
Capture ~ pressurizing
4,200
29~51
37~74
29~51
Transport
800
1-8
(1 million t/year
5~40 million t/year
20km)
250km
Injection
2,300
0.5~8
10~16
(0.1 million
t/year/well)
TOTAL
7,300
30~70
40~90
9~44
(1 million
t/year/20km)
Source: CO2 transport and storage technology trend and issues in civil engineering, October 2017, Energy Committee,
Japan Society of Civil Engineers,
Sub-committee for research and study on CCS, RITE, 2006

(4) Result of CCS cost analysis
Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 show the result of CCS cost estimation. The cost per CO2-ton and that
per hydrogen-Nm3 are shown by yen and dollar.
For the calculation, we assumed that the distance of CO2 transport would be 100 km and the land
on which the pipelines would be laid would be flatlands. Figure 4-9 shows the impact of the total
pipeline length (km) and the topography on the transport cost (excluding costs for electric power and
land price).
It is understood that the total cost for separation and recovery of CO2 from steam-reforming of
natural gases, transport (100 km, flatland) and storage thereof is approximately 3.4 yen/Nm3 of
hydrogen and approximately 4,300 yen/ CO2-ton.
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Estimation of CCS cost (in Japanese yen)

Source: Estimated by The Institute of Applied Energy
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CO2 transportation cost by pipeline length and geography

Note: Damp line and city area line overlap.
Source: Estimated by The Institute of Applied Energy

4.2.2. Feasibility study of production, transport and use of hydrogen
We estimate the cost in case where CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia will be produced in Saudi Arabia
and then transported to Japan, South Korea and Taiwan for use for hydrogen power generation and
FCVs. The assumed energy carriers are to be liquefied hydrogen, methylcyclohexane and ammonia.
For ammonia, the cost used in case of direct combustion in power stations is also estimated.
As the feedstock, natural gases obtained by refinement of crude oil associated gases are to be used
and hydrogen is to be produced through steam-reforming. Based on the CAPEX of plant and utility
cost such as electricity, gas and water supply in Saudi Arabia, a transport distance of 12,000 km and
the year of 2030 are assumed for calculation.
For the cost estimation, we apply NEDO Project “Advancement of Hydrogen Technologies and
Utilization Project / Analysis and Development on Hydrogen as an Energy Carrier / Economical
Evaluation and Characteristic Analyses for Energy Carrier Systems”, carried out in FYs 2014-2015
(hereinafter referred to as the NEDO Project).
(1) Prerequisites (common items)
1) Methodologies of cost and efficiency analyses
For the cost calculation, we used the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE), which is used by the
OECD to calculate electricity costs. We replaced the power generation, which is the denominator of
this equation, with the product hydrogen amount to calculate the levelized cost of hydrogen. In the
concrete, for application to this calculation, we modified the Power Generation Cost Review Sheet,
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which was used by the Working Group for Power Generation Cost Verification, the Long-term
Energy Supply and Demand Subcommittee in 2015, so as to use it for hydrogen.

Summation of cost at present value

Levelized
cost of
energy

Summation of energy at present value
energy at
present
value
(CAPEX,
OPEX)

cost at
present
value
(CAPEX,
OPEX)

Figure 4-10

Concept of levelized cost of energy

Source: The Institute of Applied Energy

Table 4-6

Assumptions for cost estimation (1)

item
Discount rate
Capital expenditure
Retirement cost
Property tax
Labor cost

Operation & Maintenance expenditure
Other expenses (insurances)
Overhead
Operation year

Table 4-7
item
Location factor (LF)

assumption
5%
Lump sum accrued in the initial year
5% of CAPEX accrued in the last year of operation
1.4% of book value
0.6% of CAPEX (~ loading)
3% (sea transport)
0.5%(after landing)
2% of CAPEX
0.6% of CAPEX
1% of CAPEX
30 years

Assumptions for cost estimation (2)
Index/price

source
In 2013, Japan Machinery Center
for Trade and Investment
In 2013, Japan Machinery Center
for Trade and Investment

107.3

Plant cost index (PCI)

148.6
(100 for year of 2000)

Exchange rate
Natural gas in Saudi Arabia
Natural gas in Japan
Electricity for industry in Saudi
Arabia
Electricity for industry in Japan
Water for industry
Water

JPY105.24/$
$1.25/million BTU ≒
JPY63.9 /Nm3
JPY5.4/kWh
JPY12.5/kWh
$0.86/m3
$1.59/m3

$0.05/m3

In 2013
JETRO
JETRO

JETRO, $0.86/m3
JETRO, $1.59/m3

2) Transported energy amount
We assume transport of hydrogen of 2.5 billion Nm3/year at the time of arrival at Japan. This
amount is equivalent to the fuel for approximately 2 million FCVs or the fuel consumed by thermal
power stations using only hydrogen to generate one million kW in total for one year.
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3) Feedstock
In this estimation, we assumed that natural gases refined from oil associated gases would be
available and that hydrogen would be produced from the natural gases through steam-reforming.
Until 1975, the natural gases produced in Saudi Arabia were all flared but thereafter, as shown in
Figure 4-11, a domestic gas distribution network was built in Saudi Arabia and the natural gases
have been used within the country.
As the natural gas cost, we used the general sales price of natural gas in Saudi Arabia or
$1.25/million BTU ≒ $0.05/m3

16

for calculation.

Figure 4-11

Natural gas pipeline in Saudi Arabia

Source: “Petro-energy industries in Saudi Arabia”, December 2014, JPEC report

4) International transport
We assumed that the distance of marine transport from Saudi Arabia to Japan and other Asian
regions would be approximately 12,000 km. As to the LNG carrier, the options were a Company’s
own vessel or a chartered vessel. However, because it was difficult to indicate a long-term prediction
of the charterage due to the impact of the market and it could be expected that mass transport
demand would be generated for the energy demand, we assumed use of a newly built, Company’s
own vessel.
5) Unloading port storage
The tank capacity for the unloading port storage should be enough for acceptance without making
the tankers wait when they enter into the port at a certain frequency. From the viewpoint of storage,
in addition, it should be able to keep supplying for up to 10% of the period during which the
16

Survey of JETRO, December 2016- January 2017
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facilities on the upstream side would not run. Therefore, we assumed that the storage facility, as a
base, should store the amount for 36 days.
6) Domestic distribution
For estimation of the domestic distribution cost, we assumed use of a pipeline (50 km) for
transport of hydrogen to the power station. The pipeline pressures are to be 3 MPaG at inlet and 1
MPaG at outlet.
We assumed that the conditions would differ but the cost for direct combustion of ammonia would
be the same as the cost for pipeline transport (50 km) of hydrogen to the power station.
We assumed that, after produced, hydrogen compressed by a compressor to a pressure necessary
for pipeline transport. We determined the electric power consumption rate so that it would be
consistent with the flow rate, etc.
Table 4-8

Specification of compressor

item
Capacity
Unit electricity consumption

Specification
8,000Nm3/h, 40 units
0.065kWh/Nm3

7) Power station
Hydrogen combustion is currently in the research and development phase and thus has high future
uncertainty. We assumed, however, that facilities equivalent to LNG gas turbine combined cycle
(LNG-GTCC) facilities could realize mono-hydrogen fuel combustion.
Direct combustion of ammonia is currently being demonstrated by use of co-firing with coal. We
assumed, however, that facilities equivalent to LNG gas turbine combined cycle (LNG-GTCC)
facilities could realize mono-fuel combustion.
Table 4-9

Specification of power plant

item
Capacity
CAPEX
efficiency
Capacity factor
In-house consumption rate

Specification
1GW
JPY120,000/kW; JPY120 bil.
57%: HHV
60%
2%

8) Overview of specifications of domestic distribution and hydrogen stations
As shown in Figure 4-12, the energy carrier should be transported by tank trucks to hydrogen
refueling stations, where the carrier is to be stored and re-converted (vaporized, resolved,
dehydrogenated and reformed) to produce hydrogen, which is to be compressed, stored and then
supplied to FCVs.
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We assumed that the distance of tank truck transport from the unloading base to a hydrogen
station would be 50 km. The capacity per one tank truck is to be 20 kL and one liquefied hydrogen
truck is to be 50 million yen, one ammonia truck, 40 million yen and an MCH truck, 30 million yen.
For a hydrogen station, the facilities for the phases from carrier storage to dispensing, the facilities
associated thereto, and the construction cost were included in the cost calculation. Since some
devices including small-type carrier re-converting plants are in their development phases, the
footprints of the individual devices and the details of the layout are excluded and therefore the land
price is not included. The hydrogen station was assumed to have a scale of the maximum
producibility of 300 Nm3/h-H2.
The case of the 1,000th hydrogen station was assumed to take the learning effects into
consideration.
9) Costs, etc. not considered
The costs that are not included in the estimation are as follows:
・ Cost for land purchase/rent (Cost for foundation construction assumed to be included in
the construction cost)
・ Facility layout
・ Infrastructure including ports, roads and power transmission lines
・ Profit

(2) Prerequisites (each energy carrier)
1) Liquefied hydrogen
As shown in Figure 4-13, the liquefied hydrogen system consists of liquefaction of raw hydrogen,
storage in preparation for international transport, international transport, and storage and transport
within Japan. Table 4-10 shows the specifications of the liquefier. Table 4-11 shows the
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specifications of the storage facility. As the construction cost with regard to storage, the cost for
liquefied hydrogen was estimated from documents, and based on the LNG base equipment and cost
structure.
H2
Pipeline

LH2

LH2
Loading

Liquefaction

Sea
transport

Figure 4-13

Unloading

H2
Gasification

Domestic delivery
Compression

Pipeline

Power
plant

System flow of liquefied hydrogen

Source: The Institute of Applied Energy

Table 4-10

Specification of Liquefier

Item

Specification

Capacity
Unit electricity consumption
Number of unit

115t/day
0.55kWh/Nm3
7 units

Table 4-12 shows the specifications of the liquefied hydrogen carrier. Since no liquefied hydrogen
carrier has been built to date, we assumed a carrier of a size required for this system based on the
existing FS.
In accordance with the estimation in the NEDO Project, two vessels will be enough as the
transport distance is considered to be 10,000 km. However, if it is considered to be 12,000 km, two
vessels will be a little insufficient and thus three will be required. For this calculation, we used a
case of 2.32 vessels, which was converted from the transport amount, and considered that the marine
transport cost would be 4.64 yen/Nm3. In the case of three vessels, the marine transport cost will be
6 yen/Nm3, which is 1.36 yen/Nm3 higher than the calculated cost in case of 2.32 vessels.
Table 4-11
item
Tank capacity
Number of tank
Boil-off rate at
loading/unloading
Boil-off
during
storage
Auxiliary

Unit
electricity
consumption

Specification of storage tank system

Loading site
64,000m3/unit
3 units (1 tanker + 2 days)
1%

Unloading site
80,000m3/unit
4 units (36 days)
1.3%

0.1%

0.1%

Loading arm, liquefied hydrogen
reservoir, return gas equipment, outlet
pump, BOG compressor, utilities,
emergency facility
0.055kWh/Nm3

Loading arm, liquefied hydrogen
reservoir, return gas equipment, outlet
pump, vaporizer, BOG compressor,
utilities, emergency facility
0.017kWh/Nm3
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Table 4-12

Specification of liquefied hydrogen tanker

item
Storage capacity
Number of tanker
Cruising speed

specification
160,000m3
2~3 tankers
29.6km/h

Inlet/outlet days
Boil-off rate at loading
Boil-off during storage
Boil-off rate at outlet

2 days
1.3%
0.2%/day
1.25%

2) Ammonia
As shown in Figure 4-14, the ammonia system consists of synthesis of ammonia, storage in
preparation for international transport, international transport, and storage and transport within Japan.
The representative values used for the analysis are as shown in Table 4-13, Table 4-14, and Table
4-15.
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Compression
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Sea
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Figure 4-14
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Source: The Institute of Applied Energy

The necessary capacity of the tank in the loading port is to be the amount equivalent to one carrier
for international transport added by the amount for two days. The tank capacity for the unloading
port storage should be able to keep supplying for up to 10% of the period during which the facilities
on the upstream side would not run. Therefore, we assumed that the storage facility, as a base, should
store the amount for 36 days.
For the ammonia carrier, we took a capacity of 38,000m3, which is the capacity of the largest
ammonia carriers.

From the annual transport amount, we assumed that seven carriers would

operate.
Table 4-13

Assumptions for nitrogen production

N2 production
Number of train
N2 production
CAPEX
Unit electricity consumption
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Assumption
129,000Nm3/h
2 trains
76,000Nm3/h
6.3 billion JPY
0.38 kWh/Nm3-NH3

Table 4-14

Assumption
For N2
1.0 MPa-G
11.0 MPa-G
4 units
146,000 Nm3/h/unit
52 kWh/t-NH3

Inlet pressure
Outlet pressure
number
Flow rate
Unit electricity consumption

Table 4-15

Assumptions for compressor

Assumptions for ammonia synthesis
Assumption
1.505 million t/year
1,600 t/day/train
3 trains
97%
104.5 kWh/t-NH3

N2 production
Number of train
Reaction efficiency
Electricity consumption for refrigeration
Circulation compressor
Inlet pressure
Outlet pressure
Unit electricity consumption
Power recovery by shaft
Heat required
Heat recovery from steam
LNG price

Table 4-16

4.0 MPa-G
11.0 MPa-G
288.3 kWh/t-NH3
-300 kWh/t- NH3
5.60 GJ/t- NH3
-1.76GJ/t- NH3
5~16 USD/MMBTU

Assumptions for loading and unloading

Tank capacity
Number of unit
Storage volume
Days for loading/unloading
BOG
Unit electricity consumption of
pump
Unit electricity consumption of
BOG compressor

Table 4-17

For H2
2.8 MPa-G
11.0 MPa-G
4 units
48,500 Nm3/h/unit
326 kWh/t-NH3

Assumption
Loading site
56,700 m3
1
2 days + 1 loading
2 days
0.05%/day
0.42 kWh/t-NH3

Unloading site
81,100 m3
4
36 days +1 unloading
2 days
0.05%/day
0.42 kWh/t-NH3

0.41 kWh/t-NH3

2.35 kWh/t-NH33

Assumptions for international maritime transport
Assumption
38,000 m3
98%
10,000 km
17 knots
7 ships
329 days/year
Heavy oil
185 g/kWh

Loading volume
Loading efficiency
Transport distance
Speed
Number of ship
Cruising days
Fuel
Fuel consumption
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3) Methylcyclohexane (MCH)
As shown in Figure 4-15, the MCH system consists of a hydrogenation facility, loading port
storage to store MCH until shipping, international transport by means of MCH carriers, unloading
port storage to store MCH until sent to the dehydrogenation facility, the dehydrogenation facility
(including hydrogen purification), and transport within Japan.
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Domestic delivery
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Sea
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H2
Purification

Compression

Pipeline

Power
plant

Unloading

By-product
treatment

Toluene

Figure 4-15

System flow of MCH

Source: The Institute of Applied Energy

The necessary capacity of the tank in the loading port is to be the amount equivalent to one carrier
for international transport added by the amount for two days for operational margin. The tank
capacity for the unloading port storage should be able to keep supplying for up to 10% of the period
during which the facilities on the upstream side would not run. Therefore, we assumed that the
storage facility, as a base, should store the amount for 36 days.
Table 4-18

Tank capacity
number
Storage volume
Unit
electricity
consumption
Days for loading/unloading

Assumptions for loading and unloading

Assumption
Loading site
MCH
69,000 m3
2
2days + 1 loading
0.83 kWh/t-MCH

Toluene.
95,000 m3
1
1 loading

4 days

Loading site
MCH
94,000 m3
8
36days +1 unloading

Toluene.
98,000 m3
1
1 unloading

4 days

The currently operating chemical carriers for transport of methylcyclohexane are of
10,000-40,000 tons. However, as we expected that there would be little technical problems, we
considered that the capacity would be 91,000 m3. From the annual transport amount of ammonia, we
assumed that nine carriers would operate.
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Table 4-19

Assumptions for international maritime transport

Loading volume
Loading efficiency
Transport distance
Speed
Number of ship
Cruising days
Fuel
Fuel consumption

Assumption
91,000 m3 (Panamax size)
98%
10,000 km
15 knots
9 ships
329days/year
Heavy oil
185 g/kWh

(3) Result of cost analysis
1) Costs for power stations
Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-17 show the costs for production of hydrogen for power stations. Note,
however, that the final product from direct combustion of ammonia is not hydrogen, evaluation of
the cost for one Nm3 of hydrogen is not appropriate. For cost evaluation, therefore, we converted it
to the heat value of one Nm3 of hydrogen (HHV).
[Sample calculation in case direct combustion of NH3]
Cost per MJ (Yen/MJ)
= Cost (Yen/Nm3-H2) x Amount of H2 (Nm3-H2/year))
÷ ((Amount of NH3 (Nm3-NH3/year) x NH3 heat value (MJ/Nm3-NH3))
= 25.56 (Yen/Nm3-H2) x 2.5 billion (Nm3-H2/year))
÷ ((1.981 billion (Nm3-NH3/year) x 17 (MJ/Nm3-NH3))
= 1.897 yen/MJ
The heat value of one Nm3 of hydrogen (HHV) is 12.8 MJ/Nm3-H2.
Therefore, the cost for the heat value of one Nm3 of hydrogen (HHV) is as follows:
1.897 yen / MJ x 12.8 MJ / Nm3-H2 heat value
= 24.28 (Yen/Nm3-H2)
Table 4-20

H2
12.8 MJ/Nm3
10.8 MJ/Nm3
1.18

HHV
LHV
HHV/LHV

Table 4-21

Calorific value

Ratio of calorific value of hydrogen to ammonia and methane
H2

HHV
LHV

NH3
17.0 MJ/Nm3
14.1 MJ/Nm3
1.21

NH3
1.00
1.00

CH4
1.33
1.31
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2) Power generation costs
Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19 show the power generation costs.
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3) Cost for hydrogen production at hydrogen station
Figure 4-20 and Figure 4-21 show the costs for production of hydrogen at a hydrogen refueling
station.
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4.2.3. Target price level
As the more concrete situation in Saudi Arabia will be considered, finer analyses will be required
in the future. Based on the above analyses, however, comparatively inexpensive hydrogen will be
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available by use of natural gases derived from oil associated gases as the raw material. We will be
able to supply hydrogen to hydrogen power generation at a price of approximately 35 yen/Nm3,
which may change depending on the energy carrier. In case of direct combustion of ammonia, on the
other hand, we will be able to lower the price to 25 yen/Nm3-H2 as conversion to hydrogen will be
unnecessary. However, hydrogen that is required will be priced by means of comparison with the
competitive technologies. For hydrogen power generation, comparison with LNG-fired and
coal-fired power generation is required.
Figure 4-22 show comparison of power generation costs between hydrogen/ammonia power
generation and LNG-/coal-fired power generation. For hydrogen power generation to be comparable
to LNG-/coal-fired power generation, it is desired that hydrogen be priced at 20 yen /Nm3 or less
(power generation plant delivered price). For ammonia power generation, it must be 35 yen/kg-NH3
(= $350/t-NH3) or less.
In accordance with the “Basic Hydrogen Strategy” (Ministerial Council on Renewable Energy,
Hydrogen and Related Issues, December 26, 2017), Japan’s target price of hydrogen import is 30
yen/Nm3 in 2030 and 20 yen/Nm3 in the future and it is understandable that the target is conscious of
competition with LNG-fired power generation.
As to ammonia, on the other hand, the current import price is 25-30 yen/kg-NH3 but this ammonia
is not CO2-free. Assuming that the CCS cost is $50/t-CO2, the price for import of CO2-free ammonia
in accordance with simplified calculation17 will be 30-35 yen/kg-NH3. For CO2-free ammonia,
therefore, the CCS cost target will be $50/t-CO2.

Assuming ammonia production from natural gas, the reactions are expressed by CH4 + 2H2O → CO2 + 4H2 and
N2＋3H2 → 2NH3. CO2 emission from ammonia production is 0.97kg-CO2/kg-NH3 (CO2 emmision from electricity
consumption in cryogenic air separation to obtain N2 is neglected). Therefore, when CCS cost is $50/t-CO2, ammonia
production cost increases JPY4.9 /kg-NH3.
17
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Hydrogen/ammonia power generation and LNG/coal-fired power generation

Note: LCOE is Levelized Cost of Electricity. CAPEX of hydrogen/ammonia power generation is equal to that of
LNG-fired power generation. CO2 price is assumed to be 0~10,000JPY /t-CO2.
Source: IEEJ

4.3. Reduction of finance, investment and project risks
Establishment of a CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia chain will require long-term considerations. It is
first required to perform a demonstration test and a feasibility study in the early phase of the
demonstration test. It is important to summarize the tasks learned through the feasibility study and
the demonstration test so that we can clarify the existing finance, investment and project risks and
prepare measures to be taken to clear the tasks.
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5. Consideration of applicable methodology of emission
reduction in case of commercialization and estimation of
expected amount of reduced emission by use of that
methodology
5.1. Consideration of methodology of emission reduction
For CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia, as the target is not the individual technologies but the supply
chain, it is necessary to understand the overall CO2 emission from the upstream to the downstream.
Although CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia does not emit any CO2, an analysis that includes CO2
emission from energy consumption in production and transport is required. The CO2 emission from
overall supply chain will be analyzed in 5.2. In the following, the emission reduction methodology is
considered.
At first, with regard to production of CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia in Saudi Arabia, one of the
challenging issues is select a baseline. If existing CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia production process
(production from fossil fuel) is a baseline, net CO2 emission reduction by CCS (CO2 storage amount
subtracting CO2 emission amount from fuel and electricity consumed in the overall CCS process)
would be emission reduction. On the other hand, a point of view that CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia as
exporting commodity replaces conventional oil might be an option, though this is a new concept. In
this case, it is required to identify difference in CO2 emission between both production processes
(CO2 emission from CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia production process tied with CCS might exceed
the conventional oil production process).
Section 3.2 described the current efforts and the future challenges with regard to CCS. The
methodology that should be applied to CCS can be the methodology proposed in “Feasibility Study
for CCS-EOR in South Mexico” (Project to promote technologies for global warming
countermeasures, 2015). This methodology is based on the “Methodology for GHG Emission
Reductions from Carbon Capture and Storage Project,v1.0” developed by The American Carbon
Registry, which includes CO2 emission from fuel and electricity consumed in capture, transport and
injection of CO2 and also CO2 leakage from each process. CO2 emission from enhanced oil
production by EOR will not be included, as enhanced oil production by EOR replaces crude oil
produced by non-EOR.
As for marine transport of CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia, in case of ammonia, as ammonia is
traded widely, there is no change in CO2 emission regardless of CO2-free or not. On the other hand,
in case of hydrogen, though there is no experience in international marine transport, CO2 emission
from transport of oil and natural gas that is calorific-equivalent with hydrogen might be a baseline.
It is straightforward for utilization of CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia, as identifying fuels replaced
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by CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia is an only work. For example, if CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia is
used for power generation, gas-fired or coal-fired power generation that are most likely replaced by
CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia power generation in Japan would be baseline. If CO2-free hydrogen is
used for fuel cell vehicle, internal combustion vehicle or hybrid vehicle would be baseline.
As CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia supply chain includes life cycle concept from upstream to
downstream, it is considerably complicated to identify baseline technologies, baseline CO2 emission
and boundary. Continuous discussions are required for setting the methodology of emission
reduction.

5.2. Estimation of expected amount of emission reduction
In case where it is estimated that CO2-free hydrogen and ammonia emit no CO2, we can achieve
reduction of CO2 emission as shown by the solid lines in Figure 5-1 (70 to 170 million t- CO2 in
2050) based on the amounts of CO2-free hydrogen and ammonia to be introduced by Japan, South
Korea and Taiwan as analyzed in Section 4.1.2. As to the supply chain of CO2-free hydrogen and
ammonia, however, we must consider the CO2 emissions from the electric power and the fossil fuels
required for production and transport of hydrogen and ammonia.
Therefore, the area graphs in Figure 5-1 show the amounts in which we consider CO2 emissions in
the supply chains of the individual energy carriers (Figure 5-3), which are obtained by multiplying
the amount of the utility (electricity, fossil fuel) in each process by each energy carrier (Table 5-1) by
the CO2 emission unit requirements. This will make a little decrease in the reduced CO2 emissions:
147 million to 154 million t- CO2 in the high case and 64 million to 67 million t- CO2 in the low case
in 2050 and this will reduce the CO2 emission reduction effect a little.
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Table 5-1

CO2 emission coefficient

Fuel
value
unit
Heavy oil
3.21 kg-CO2/kg
Natural gas
2.22 kg-CO2/Nm3
City gas
2.23 kg-CO2/Nm3
Electricity (Japan)
0.52 kg-CO2/kWh
Electricity (Saudi Arabia)
0.654 kg-CO2/kWh
Source: Report on greenhouse gas emission, The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan, CO2 emission
coefficient, 2017
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6. Issues in future commercialization and success factors and
issues to be solved towards future business development
6.1. Clarification of conditions and measures for realization of business
For establishment of the CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia chain, it must be required to summarize the
current technologies and the prospects in the individual phases of production, transport, storage and
use. As shown by the analysis result in Chapter 4, in particular, cost reduction will be an important
task. As shown in Chapter 3, in addition, establishment of the CCS system will also be a key.
Considering these points, we create a master plan as follows.

6.2. Master plan towards commercialization
6.2.1. Current states of and problems in elemental technologies
Table 6-1 shows the current states of each elemental technology regarding the CO2-free hydrogen
/ammonia supply chain.
Table 6-1
Category
Production

Present status of CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia technologies
Technology 1

Technology 2

Hydrogen (steam reforming)

Matured and commercialized

Ammonia (Haber–Bosch process)

Matured and commercialized

CCS/EOR

Existing but still demonstration phase
Liquefied Hydrogen (LH2)

Demonstration. The world first pilot LH2 carrier
will be operated in 2020 1

Transport/storage

Methylcyclohexane (MCH)

Demonstration. The world first pilot MHC
carrier will be operated in 2020 2

Utilization

Ammonia (NH3)

Commercial and mature

FCV

Commercial but infant

H2-fired power generation

Demonstration

NH3-fired power generation

Demonstration

Note 1: “HySTRA” https://www.khi.co.jp/news/detail/20160401_1.html
Note 2: “AHEAD” https://www.ahead.or.jp/jp/

(1) Production of hydrogen and ammonia
In production of hydrogen from fossil fuels, steam-reforming is the major method in case of use of
natural gas and oil and gasification in case of use of coal. These technologies have been matured
though there are some challenges including improvement of conversion efficiencies and reduction of
facility costs. As to ammonia production, a mature technology, the Haber-Bosch process is used.
Therefore, no major technical problem exists concerning these production technologies.
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(2) Transport and storage of hydrogen (energy carrier)
The major methods of transport and storage of hydrogen include liquefied hydrogen,
methylcyclohexane and ammonia.
As to liquefied hydrogen, we have experience of short-distance transport for rocket fuel but none
of long-distance marine transport. The HySTRA (CO2-free Hydrogen Energy Supply-Chain
Technology Research Association), founded in 2016 by Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Iwatani
Corporation, Shell Japan and J-POWER as a responsible organization for demonstration projects by
the New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO), is planning to
perform demonstration regarding marine transport of CO2-free hydrogen between Australia and
Japan by means of a liquefied hydrogen vessel by 2020.
As to methylcyclohexane, likewise, the AHEAD (Advanced Hydrogen Energy Chain Association
for Technology Development), founded in 2017 by Chiyoda Corporation, Mitsui & Co., Mitsubishi
Corporation, and NYK Line as a responsible organization for demonstration projects by the New
Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO), is planning to perform
demonstration regarding marine transport of CO2-free hydrogen by use of methylcyclohexane
between Brunei Darussalam and Japan by 2020.
As to ammonia, international trades have already been conducted and thus there is not technical
problem on transport.
(3) Utilization of hydrogen and ammonia
At present, the major demand for hydrogen is from the desulphurization process in the oil
refineries. The oil refineries in Europe and the US are partially supplied with external hydrogen but
in Japan, the overall refining process has been optimally designed so as to produce hydrogen by
reforming naphtha, etc. Therefore, supply with CO2-free hydrogen from outside should require high
economic rationality. In addition, semiconductor, food and other industries are also using hydrogen
as raw material but their consumption is very limited.
On the other hand, hydrogen is hardly used as energy at present. The forerunner is the fuel-cell
vehicles commercialized in 2014. In Japan, at present, a little less than 2,000 fuel-cell vehicles are
used and the “Strategic Roadmap for Hydrogen and Fuel Cells” aims at diffusion of 800,000
vehicles in 2030. To achieve this target, it is essential to prepare hydrogen stations at the same time.
It must be noted that the fuel-cell vehicles are affected by the trend of the electric vehicles, which
have recently been spreading more and more. The annual consumption of hydrogen by one fuel-cell
vehicle (assuming annual mileage of 10,000 km) is as little as 1,000 Nm3 and thus as much as two
million vehicles must be used to consume two billion Nm3 of hydrogen, which is equivalent to the
hydrogen consumed by a one-GW hydrogen power generation facility. Therefore, it is a very
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important key to introduce hydrogen power generation since it can be expected to consume large
amount of hydrogen.
As to hydrogen power generation, for fuel cells in Japan, we are targeting introduction of
small-scale private power generation in 2020 or so and large-scale utility generation in 2030 or so.
In addition, use of hydrogen is considered for heat demand in industrial sections but therefore, it is
required to build infrastructure for economical hydrogen supply.
Ammonia is widely used for fertilizers, etc. At present, 170 million tons of ammonia is produced
annually in the world and Japan’s demand is 1.3 million tons. One point three million tons of
ammonia contains 230,000 tons (2.6 billion Nm3) of hydrogen. In other words, this compares with
the consumption for 1-GW hydrogen power generation. Note that ammonia is a deleterious
substance and thus centralized control is required. In the SIP (Cross-ministerial Strategic Innovation
Promotion Program) initiated by the Cabinet Office and in the following Green Ammonia
Consortium, they have been performing demonstrations, aiming at direct combustion in large-scale
power plants. Efforts are being made to start introduction of CO2-free ammonia around 2020-2025
and introduction of small-scale, middle-scale and large-scale power generation by direct combustion
of ammonia respectively around 2020, around 2025 and around 2030.
(4) CCS/EOR
Since the technologies for production of hydrogen and ammonia from fossil fuels have already
been established, what is very important now is the feasibility of CCS, which is required to produce
CO2-free hydrogen and ammonia.
For separation and recovery of CO2 in Japan, we use a chemical absorption technique, in which a
solvent such as amine is used to chemically absorb CO2 into the absorbent and it costs 4,200
Yen/t-CO2. We are targeting reduction of the cost to 2,000 Yen range/t- CO2 around 2020 by use of a
physical absorption technique, in which CO2 is absorbed into a physical absorbent under a high
pressure for separation, and to 1,000 Yen range/t- CO2 in 2030 by use of a membrane separation
process, in which thin solid films are used to separate CO2.
As to CO2 storage, a demonstration project of a scale of approximately 100,000 t-CO2/year in
Tomakomai has been carried out since FY 2012. They will start storage in FY 2016, targeting
commercialization in 2020 or so.
6.2.2. Action plan
Based on the above-mentioned technical conditions, we show our action plan necessary to
establish a supply chain of CO2-free hydrogen and ammonia between Japan and Saudi Arabia.
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(1) Production of hydrogen and ammonia
Production of hydrogen from fossil fuels uses the steam-reforming as the major technique and it
hardly has technical problems and thus it is required to improve the production efficiency and reduce
the facility costs. It is required to select detailed technologies in collaboration with Saudi Arabia.
(2) Transport and storage of hydrogen (energy carrier)
The result of the feasibility analyses in this study (4.2.2) shows certain differences among the
economic properties of liquefied hydrogen, methylcyclohexane and ammonia but these values were
obtained merely from trial calculations based on assumptions. This result may change due to the
movement of the future technical development. In Japan, in particular, demonstration projects of
energy carriers linking between Japan and overseas countries will start around 2020 and thus we
need to wait for the result therefrom.
On the other hand, for the supply chain of CO2-free hydrogen and ammonia between Japan and
Saudi Arabia, which energy carrier is optimum depends on, among others, the possibility of
utilization of the existing facilities for hydrogen/ammonia production in Saudi Arabia and the
prediction of the hydrogen and ammonia demands in Japan. Therefore, we need to keep having talks
between Japan and Saudi Arabia based on sharing of the findings in the studies on the economics of
the overall supply chain.
From the long-term viewpoint, all of liquefied hydrogen, methylcyclohexane and ammonia must
be subject to considerations. On the other hand, however, based on the short-term viewpoint, since
ammonia has actually been transported, the tasks to be considered should include the possibility of
demonstration tests by use of this supply chain regarding CO2-free ammonia.
(3) Use of hydrogen and ammonia
In Japan, we will carry out demonstration tests of hydrogen power generation in collaboration
with the demonstration tests of energy carriers to be performed around 2020. It is required to clarify
the technical problems and the challenges towards improvement of the economy based on the result
of this demonstration and to continuously make efforts to solve the problems.
As to use of hydrogen, fuel-cell vehicles and hydrogen power generation are the forerunners but in
order to enlarge the demand, we need to consider use for the heat demand in industrial sections.
However, this requires building of new infrastructure and thus we need to perform detailed analyses
of the economical properties, etc.
As to ammonia, since it is a deleterious substance and is unsuitable to distributed utilization,
technologies are being developed towards actualization of use for thermal power generation (mixed
fuel combustion and single fuel combustion). In the same way as the hydrogen power generation, it
is required to clarify the problems based on the result of the demonstration and to continuously make
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efforts to solve them.
For selection of technologies towards establishment of the future supply chain of CO2-free
hydrogen and ammonia, we need to share the conditions of the future technical development with
Saudi Arabia on a periodical basis.
(4) CCS/EOR
With regard to the CCS and EOR technologies, which are essential in the initial phase of fossil
fuel-based CO2-free hydrogen and ammonia, Japan has excellent technologies for separation and
recovery of CO2. Performing demonstration projects by use of these technologies in Saudi Arabia
will bring a profit to the both countries.
For commercialization of the CCS technologies, it is required, not only to develop technologies,
but also to establish a system to promote introduction, to arrange laws and regulations concerned, to
understand the storage potential and to improve understanding of CCS. In particular, the important
tasks include international standardization of the CCS technologies and establishment of a certificate
system by unifying the standards and systems, which currently vary from country to country. It is
important to consider a system to secure profits by standardization, technical development, etc. As to
standardization, the Technical Management Board (TMB) in the ISO founded a new technical
committee on CSS (ISO/TC265) in October 2011. With international standardization of the CCS
technologies, the CCS project will be carried out based on international agreements on safety and
environment and thus it is expected that the project be carried out more smoothly.
Because the standardization of the CS technologies is the basis of the promotion of the CCS
project, we must, as before, make efforts in the industry-academia-government collaboration and at
the same time cooperate with Saudi Arabia so that Japan can lead the actions towards the
standardization.
Currently, it is difficult to form business by use of CCS only and thus we should first consider
deployment of use of EOR as well. In the future, EOR may have higher values for the oil-producing
countries as well.
In addition, understanding of the storage potential is also an important key. As to the storage
potential evaluations, the accuracies and progress levels greatly differ from country to country at
present and we have no globally unified evaluation. For Japan, therefore, in cooperation with Saudi
Arabia, it is important to take actions towards unified potential studies in collaboration with
international organizations, etc.
6.2.3. Expected outcome
Demonstration projects are required in order to share the trend of each elemental technology
regarding CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia with Saudi Arabia on a periodical basis and at the same time
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to pursue establishment of a supply chain in the future. As described above, one candidate is
ammonia, which already exists. Note, however, that demonstration of CCS/EOR technologies is
required in addition so that production of hydrogen, which is necessary for production of ammonia,
can be made free from CO2.
Since the existent infrastructure can be utilized, we can relatively easily commence demonstration
of CO2-free ammonia + CCS/EOR and this can trigger establishment of a future chain of CO2-free
hydrogen and ammonia.
For Saudi Arabia, CO2-free ammonia has advantages not only as an export commodity to Japan
for energy applications but also as an export commodity to the neighbor developing countries as
feedstock for fertilizers.
Since a CCS/EOR demonstration will be carried out in addition, the CCS/EOR will be promoted.
Promotion of CCS/EOR can lead to the possibility of low-carbon crude oil in Saudi Arabia.
6.2.4. Consideration of schedule
As described above, they are planning to carry out demonstration projects of supply chains of
liquefied hydrogen, methylcyclohexane and ammonia in the 2020-2025 period and based hereon,
this period will be the benchmark. Therefore, we should make efforts to carry out demonstration
projects of CO2-free ammonia + CCS/EOR around 2025 as well because these projects are needed
on a short-term basis towards establishment of a CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia chain between Japan
and Saudi Arabia.
For commencement of demonstration projects in the 2020-2025 period, it is required to find out
suitable place(s) for CCS/EOR and the existing ammonia producing facilities in Saudi Arabia and to
perform a feasibility study including these.
6.2.5. Roadmap
Based the above-mentioned action plan and consideration of schedule in conjunction with Japan’s
hydrogen/ammonia roadmap, we show our roadmap towards establishment of a Japan-Saudi Arabia
CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia chain in Figure 6-1.
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7. Taking actions necessary for collaboration with Saudi
Arabia’s government officials, businesses, etc.
We held two workshop meetings to discuss the meaning, prospect, problems, measures to solve
them and the like with regard to introduction of CO2-free hydrogen and ammonia with the people
from Saudi Arabia. The overview is as follows:

7.1. First workshop (Tokyo)
7.1.1. Agenda
[Date, time and venue]
・ Date and time: Thursday, September 14th, 2017, 9:30-16:00
・ Venue: Room 4, 8th floor, Marunouchi Building Hall&Conference Square
[Attendees]
・ Saudi Arabia: 11 from Saudi Aramco
・ Japan: 5 from METI and 17 from 11 Japanese businesses
The Institute of Energy Economics, Japan: 6
[Agenda]

Opening remarks (9:30-9:40)
Overview of the Workshop (9:40-10:00)
1) CCS Policies in Japan (Mr. Matsumura, Global Environment Partnership Office, METI)
2) Outline of the Study on Master Plan for Low Carbon Energy System of Saudi Arabia CCS/EOR and Hydrogen/Ammonia - (IEEJ)

Session 1: Energy Carrier (10:00-10:50)
1) Liquefied hydrogen
2) Methylcyclohexane
3) Q&A and Discussion
<Coffee break>

Session 2: Hydrogen Utilization (11:20-12:10)
1) Hydrogen-fired power generation
2) Fuel cell vehicle
3) Q&A and Discussion
<Lunch>

Session 3: CO2 Recovery, EOR, CCS (14:00-14:50)
1) CO2-free NH3/CCS
2) CCS/EOR
3) Q&A and Discussion
<Coffee break>

Discussions (15:10-16:00)
1) How to establish hydrogen chain and business between Saudi Arabia and Japan
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2) How to overcome barriers on cost effectiveness, institutional and technological challenges
3) Future collaboration between Saudi Arabia and Japan
7.1.2. Minutes
[Summary of minutes]
・ Each of liquefied hydrogen, methylcyclohexane and ammonia is important but it is required to
create a master plan along the schedule.
・ Saudi Arabia is strongly interested in CO2-free ammonia.
・ From the viewpoint of starting with technologies for which demonstration tests are easy to
perform, ammonia is an effective option.
・ There are possibilities of performance of CCS/EOR tests, which are essential for all the energy
carriers in their initial phases, in Saudi Arabia, and of demonstration of production of CO2-free
ammonia using the existent ammonia facilities. Realization of this will lead to the next step or
CO2-free hydrogen.
・ It was agreed to hold the winter workshop meeting (Saudi Arabia) on December 10th.

7.2. Second workshop (Riyadh)
7.2.1. Agenda
[Date, time and venue]
・ Date and time: Sunday, December 10th, 2017, 9:00-15:00
・ Venue: KAPSARC meeting room in Riyadh
[Attendees]
・ Saudi Arabia: 10 from Saudi Aramco and others
・ Japan: 1 from METI and 9 from 7 Japanese businesses
The Institute of Energy Economics, Japan: 3
[Agenda]

Welcome Address (9:00-9:10)
Climate Change and Low carbon energy (9:10-10:00)
1) Climate Change and Low Carbon Energy
2) Climate Change and the Role of Hydrogen
3) Q&A and Discussion

CCS/EOR 2 (10:20-11:30)
1)
2)
3)
4)

Uthmaniyah CO2 EOR Demonstration Project
Progress of the Tomakomai CCS Demonstration Project
CO2-free NH3
Q&A and Discussion
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<Lunch>

Hydrogen (13:00-14:00)
1) Enhanced oil recovery and CO2 storage potential: an economic assessment
2) Combination of Hydrogen and Electricity will play important role for Low Carbon
Sustainable Society
3) Q&A and Discussion
<Coffee break>

Discussion (14:30-15:30)
“How to establish CO2-free H2/NH3/oil chain between Saudi Arabia and Japan, Future
collaboration between Saudi Arabia and Japan”
Application of Seismic Acquisition Technologies in CCS Projects
Guiding topics for discussion: CO2 emission reduction by low carbon transport fuel
Guiding topics for discussion: Master Plan of H2/NH3; Master Plan, Economics of
Energy carriers

✓
✓
✓

7.2.2. Minutes
[Summary of minutes]
・ Saudi Arabia side proposed that each of Saudi Arabia and Japan should establish a consortium
consisting of several businesses to carry out a CO2-free ammonia pilot project.
・ Saudi Arabia is also interested in certification of carbon footprint. They have already started
certifying carbon footprint from aviation fuel in the refining phase.
・ Cost analyses are important and desires to invest in CCS pilot projects, rather than to spend
high costs for import from overseas such as palm oil.
・ Collaboration in a CO2-free ammonia pilot project would be the next step but there were still
many tasks including dehydrogenation of crude oil and economic evaluation of hydrogen
societies. In addition to (1) FS on CO2-free ammonia pilot project, (2) economic evaluation of
hydrogen societies, (3) joint study on carbon footprints, and (4) joint study on hydrogen and
climate change were proposed.
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二次利用未承諾リスト
Study of master plan for creating a low-carbon energy system
in Saudi Arabia
FY 2017 Study of infrastructure development project to obtain joint credit,
etc.(Study of international contribution quantification and JCM feasibility)
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